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Editorial Preface 
 

This is second issue of volume four of the Signal Processing: An International 
Journal (SPIJ). SPIJ is an International refereed journal for publication of 
current research in signal processing technologies. SPIJ publishes research 
papers dealing primarily with the technological aspects of signal processing 
(analogue and digital) in new and emerging technologies. Publications of SPIJ 
are beneficial for researchers, academics, scholars, advanced students, 
practitioners, and those seeking an update on current experience, state of 
the art research theories and future prospects in relation to computer science 
in general but specific to computer security studies. Some important topics 
covers by SPIJ are Signal Filtering, Signal Processing Systems, Signal 
Processing Technology and Signal Theory etc. 
 
This journal publishes new dissertations and state of the art research to 
target its readership that not only includes researchers, industrialists and 
scientist but also advanced students and practitioners. The aim of SPIJ is to 
publish research which is not only technically proficient, but contains 
innovation or information for our international readers. In order to position 
SPIJ as one of the top International journal in signal processing, a group of 
highly valuable and senior International scholars are serving its Editorial 
Board who ensures that each issue must publish qualitative research articles 
from International research communities relevant to signal processing fields. 
   
SPIJ editors understand that how much it is important for authors and 
researchers to have their work published with a minimum delay after 
submission of their papers. They also strongly believe that the direct 
communication between the editors and authors are important for the 
welfare, quality and wellbeing of the Journal and its readers. Therefore, all 
activities from paper submission to paper publication are controlled through 
electronic systems that include electronic submission, editorial panel and 
review system that ensures rapid decision with least delays in the publication 
processes.  
 
To build its international reputation, we are disseminating the publication 
information through Google Books, Google Scholar, Directory of Open Access 
Journals (DOAJ), Open J Gate, ScientificCommons, Docstoc and many more. 
Our International Editors are working on establishing ISI listing and a good 
impact factor for SPIJ. We would like to remind you that the success of our 
journal depends directly on the number of quality articles submitted for 
review. Accordingly, we would like to request your participation by 
submitting quality manuscripts for review and encouraging your colleagues to 
submit quality manuscripts for review. One of the great benefits we can 
provide to our prospective authors is the mentoring nature of our review 
process. SPIJ provides authors with high quality, helpful reviews that are 
shaped to assist authors in improving their manuscripts.  
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Abstract 
 
A novel text-independent speaker identification system based on the Zak transform is 
implemented. The data used in this paper are drawn from the ELSDSR database. 
The efficiency of identification approaches 91.3% using a single test file and 100% using two test 
files. The method shows comparable efficiency results with the well known MFCC method with an 
advantage of being faster in both modeling and identification. 
 
Keywords:  Speaker identification, Zak transform, Feature extraction, Classification 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Speaker recognition systems are classified into speaker verification (SV) systems and speaker 
identification (SI) systems. The task of SV system is to verify the claimed identity of a person from 
his voice, while the SI system decides who the speaking person is from a database of speakers 
[1-2]. 
SI systems can be also classified into text-dependent or text-independent depending on whether 
the identification based on known utterance or for any given utterance.The SI system consists of 
two stages: 
 

 Speaker enrolment or speaker modeling, in which features are extracted from all 
speakers and models are built for them. 

 Speaker recognition, in which features are extracted from the speaker under test and a 
model is built for and compared with models of all speakers in the data set to find the 
closest speaker (matching). 

 
One of the most successful techniques in speaker recognition is the technique that uses the mel-
frequency cepstrum coefficients (MFCC) as a feature set and the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) 
for matching [3-6]. 
 
In this paper, the feature set used for modeling the speakers is based on the Zak transform, while 
the matching is performed using the Euclidean distance measure. 
The new technique is compared with the MFCC technique in terms of identification accuracy and 
complexity. Both techniques are to be introduced in the next section. 
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2.    METHODS  

2.1 MFCC Technique 
 
The perception system of human has some interesting facts. Within the human perception system 
there is a low-pass filter that blocks high frequency signals from being received. That is why 
human beings can not percept high frequency signal, where some animals do. Another 
interesting fact about human perception system is being a non-linear system. Human perception 
system perceives speech signals in a mel scale. A mel is a unit of measure of perceived pitch or 
frequency of a tone. It does not correspond linearly to the physical frequency of the tone. The 
mapping between real frequencies and mel scale is approximately linear below 1 KHz and 
logarithmic above [7]. 
 
Based on the non-linearity of the human perception system, mel-frequency emerged as to mimic 
the human perception system. The feature set named Mel-frequency Cepstrum Coefficients is 
obtained using information wrapped in a mel-frequency scale. The speech signal is decomposed 
into series of frames using a suitable window function, and then MFCC is applied to each frame. 
The coefficients are obtained through mel-scale filters and collectively named a mel-scale filter 
banks. These filters follow the mel-scale whereby band edges and centre frequencies of the filters 
are linear for low frequencies (< 1000) and logarithmically increase with increasing frequency [3]. 
Figure 1 illustrates the process involving the calculation of MFCC [6]. 
 

 

 
 

FIGURE 1: Block-Diagram for Computation of Mel-Cepstrum  

The pattern-matching task involves computing a match score, which is a measure of the similarity 
between the input feature vectors and some model. Speaker models are constructed from the 
features extracted from the speech signal [1]. The comparison could be tested for maximum or 
minimum score or for a threshold value, dependable on the application. 
 
Due to variability within a speech signal, multi-dimensional Gaussian probability density function 
(PDF) can be used to represent the signal probabilistically. The Gaussian pdf is state-dependent 
in that there is assigned a different Gaussian pdf for each acoustic sound class [3]. In this 
technique the feature set is modelled through GMM, where a speaker model is represented as 
the measure of the coefficients in terms of means, variances and weights of each mixture. The 
Gaussian pdf of a feature vector  for the i th state is written as [3]: 
 
 

  
(1) 
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 (1) 
 

 
 
where  is the state mean vector,  is the state covariance matrix, and D  is the dimension 

of the feature vector. The vector denotes the matrix transpose of , where  

and  indicate the determinant and inverse of matrix  respectively. The mean vector  is 

the expected value of the elements of the feature vector , while the covariance matrix  
represents the cross-correlations (off-diagonal terms) and the variance (diagonal terms) of the 
elements of the vector [3]. 
 

The speaker model  represents the set of GMM mean, covariance and weight parameters [3]: 
 

 (2) 
 
where  is the weight,  is the mean and  is the covariance, for each acoustic class 
(mixture). The probability of a feature vector being in any one of I states (or acoustic classes) can 
be represented as the union of different Gaussian pdfs for a particular speaker [3]: 
 

 
 

(3) 

 
The job of the GMM is to cluster the coefficients and elaborate all the coefficients extracted from 
all the frames into a mixture of Gaussian models having different means and variances. 
 
2.2 Discrete Zak Transform 
 
The Fourier transform has been recognized as the great tool for the study of stationary signals 
and processes where properties are statistically invariant over time. 
However, it can not be used for the frequency analysis that is local in time. In recent years, 
several useful methods have been developed for the time--frequency signal analysis. They 
include the Gabor transform, Zak transform, and the wavelet transform. 
Decomposition of a signal into a small number of elementry waveforms that are localized in time 
and frequency plays a remarkable role in signal processing. Such a decomposition reveals 
important structures in analyzing nonstationary signals such as speech and music [8].     
 
Zak transform has been implemented in efficient computaion of Gabor's expansion coefficients in 
a most reliable and completely non--invasive biometric method in iris recognition system [9-10].   
For numerical implementations, a Zak transform that is discrete in both time and frequency is 
required [11].                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
 
The discrete Zak transform (DZT) is a linear signal transformation that maps a discrete time 
signal x[n] onto a 2-D function of the discrete time index n and the continuous normalized 
frequency variable w. The DZT of x[n] sampled equidistantly at N points can be expressed as the 
1-D DFT of the sequence x [n+kP] [12] : 
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where MP=N. Since the DZT is periodic both in frequency domain w (with the period 2π/M) and in 
time domain n (with period P), the fundamental zak interval is selected to be (n = 0,1,…,P-1) and 
(w = 0,1,…, M-1).   

 
3.  DATA 
 
The speech data used in this work are drawn from the ELSDSR (English Language Speech 
Database for Speaker Recognition) [13]. This ELSDSR database, which is created by the 
technical university of Denmark, is English spoken by non-native speakers. It contains 23 
speakers, 13 male and 10 female. Each speaker has 7 speech files associated with the training 
and 2 speech files associated with the testing. On average, the duration for reading the training 
data is 83 s and for reading the test files is 17.6 s.    
 
4.  IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 
 
4.1 Implementation  
 
The system uses DZT with P = 8192 and M = 8. Each speaker is modeled with a matrix of size 
(8192, 8) by its Zak transform of a speech file of length (N = 8192*8) samples. During the 
recognition phase, a comparison of the Zak transform matrix of the speaker under test with all 
matrices (models) of the speakers in the data set is done. The closest speaker (the matched 
speaker) is identified by the speaker with the minimum Euclidean distance from the speaker 
under test. The Euclidean distance between two points is defined as:   
 

22
22

2
11 )(.....)()(),( mm yxyxyxyxd                   (5) 

 
The average of M minimums of M columns of the (M, M) matrix of distances is obtained and used 
to represent a score to show how close the speaker under test from the speaker of the compared 
model. The speaker with the minimum score is the identified speaker.  
 
4.2 Results 
 
Table 1 shows the results of identification (efficiency rate) in case of using the first test file or the 
second test file or both files in the test phase. The mis-identified speakers and the correct order of 
the speakers are also shown in this table.    
Table 2 shows a comparison between MFCC method and the Zak method in speaker 
identification while either all 7 training files are used in the training phase or only 4 out of them. 
The Zak method shows the same efficiency rate 100% as the MFCC method if two test files are 
used. 
 
Table 3 and Table 4 show the complexity comparison between MFCC and Zak methods in terms 
of modeling and identification times in seconds, respectively. It is clear that the Zak method is 
faster than MFCC method in both modeling and identification. The time-measurements are 
obtained using a Fujitsu Siemens computer with Intel Pentium M processor running at 2.00 GHz. 
 
4.3 Modifications 
 
The new technique is implemented also on short-length segments and the Zak transform is found 
as an average of the Zak transforms of all segments. The signal with P=8192 samples is divided 
into R segments of length P/R. The DZT is found for each segment of length P/R and then the 
average of the DZT of those R segments is obtained.  
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The modified Zak method shows equal efficiency results as R varies from 2 to 16. Table 5 shows 
such consistent results of efficiency of identification, which are better than the results obtained on 
the full-length P=8192. 
 
The modeling time is increased from 0.312 s to 1.06 s, if R=8 segments is used instead of full-
length signal. The modified method is still much faster than the MFCC method in modeling.    
 
Table 6 shows the results of identification execution-time as R varies from 2 to 16. The 
identification times is less than that obtained with full-length Zak transform method and MFCC 
method.    
 
   

Test 
Files  

Efficiency 
Rate 

Identified 
Speaker 

Correct 
Speaker 

File 1 91.3 % 2, 20 3,15 
File 2 86.96 % 19, 22, 22  5,13,19  
Both 100 %   

 
TABLE 1.  .Results of Identification. 

 
Test 
Files  

All 
Training 

Files 

All 
Training 

Files 

First 4 
Training 

Files 

First 4 
Training 

Files 
 MFCC Zak MFCC Zak 

File 1 100 % 91.30 % 95.65 % 91.30 % 
File 2 100 % 86.96 % 95.65 % 82.61 % 
Both 100 % 100 % 95.65 % 95.65 % 

 
TABLE 2. Comparison with MFCC in terms of Efficiency Rate 

 
Method  All 

Training 
Files 

First 4 
Training 

Files 
Zak 0.320 0.185 

MFCC 9.122 6.010 

TABLE 3. Comparison with MFCC in terms of Modeling Complexity 

 
 

Method  Test 
File 1 

Two 
Test 
Files 

Zak 0.5278 0.5643 
MFCC 0.812 1.888 

 
TABLE 4. Comparison with MFCC in terms of Identification Complexity 

 
 

Test 
Files  

Efficiency 
Rate 

Identified 
Speaker 

Correct 
Speaker 
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File 1 95.65 % 10 16 
File 2 91.3 % 11, 18    6, 21  
Both 100 %   

 
TABLE 5. Results of Identification of the Modified Zak Method 

 
R  1 Test File 2 Test Files 
2 0.1126 0.2048 
4 0.1335 0.2126 
8 0.1575 0.2377 
16 0.2113 0.2874 

 
TABLE 6. Effects of Number of Segments on the Identification Time in Seconds 

 
5.   CONCLUSIONS 

 
A novel text-independent speaker identification system is implemented using Zak transform 
coefficients as a feature set. The method is simple and shows 100% efficiency rate in case of 
using two files in the test phase in identifying 23 speakers forming the ELSDSR database. 
Compared to MFCC method, the Zak methods shows a clear advantage in both modeling and 
identification complexity. 
 
The new method is also improved by applying it on a basis of short--length segments and then an 
average DZT is computed. The improvement is achieved in both identification efficiency and time 
while more time is needed for the modeling compared to the full-length Zak method. 
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Abstract 

 
Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is a multi-carrier modulation 
(MCM) scheme where the sub carriers are orthogonal waves. The main 
advantages of OFDM are robustness against multi-path fading, frequency 
selective fading, narrowband interference, and efficient use of spectrum. 
Recently it is proved that MCM system optimization can be achieved by applying 
wavelet bases instead of conventional fourier bases. Wavelet packet based MCM 
(WPMCM) systems have overall the same capabilities as OFDM systems with 
some improved features. In this research the literature and analytic schemes of 
WPMCM system is addressed, a wavelet packet based cognitive ultra wideband 
(UWB) transceiver is proposed, and performance analysis of WPMCM in different 
wireless multipath channels is investigated. Simulation results show a significant 
enhancement in terms of spectral efficiency, side-lobes suppression and BER 
comparing to conventional OFDM. 
 
Keywords: Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), wavelet packet based MCM (WPMCM), 
cognitive radio (CR), ultra wideband (UWB). 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Adaptive multi-carrier modulation (MCM) has a flexible spectrum to avoid mutual interference to 
other users [1]-[3]. MCM increases wireless capacity without increasing bandwidth. It divides 
data-stream into orthogonal parallel modulated sub-streams with lower bit rate and longer symbol 
time than the channel delay spread. Increasing the symbol duration leads to a robust system 
against ISI, channel distortion, impulse noise and fading. In wavelet packet based MCM (WPMCM) 
systems, the orthogonality is provided by orthogonal wavelet filters (filter banks) [4], and the real 
wavelet transform converts real numbers to real numbers, hence the complexity of computation is 
reduced. Moreover, its longer basis functions offers higher degree of side lobe suppression and 
decreases the effects of narrowband interference, ISI, and ICI [5]. OFDM signals only overlap in 
the frequency domain while the wavelet packet signals overlap in both, time and frequency. Due 

mailto:kamilah@fke.utm.my
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to time overlapping, WPMCM systems don’t use cyclic prefix (CP) or any kind of guard interval 
(GI) that is commonly used in OFDM systems. This enhances the bandwidth efficiency comparing 
to conventional OFDM systems [6].  
 
Cognitive ultra wideband (UWB) has to exploit variety of spectral opportunity, perform pulse 
shaping, and adapt its data rate, bandwidth, and transmit power. In a cognitive communication 
scenario the primary and the cognitive user are subjected to mutual interference when 
communicate to different receivers (Figure 1), and cognitive radio (CR) needs to avoid or cancel 
the interference. WPMCM is proposed as a solution for cognitive UWB challenges. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 1: A possible arrangement of the primary and secondary receivers, base stations are indicated as 

Bp and Bs, respectively. 

 
In this paper, the properties of WPMCM system and mathematical scheme are represented, 
power spectrum and BER are investigated by simulation results, and WPMCM is proposed for 
cognitive UWB systems.  The remainder sections are organized as follows. Section 2 is related 
works on wavelet based MCM systems. Wavelet packet based MCM properties are described in 
section 3. System description and analytical relations are provided in section 4. In section 5, 
cognitive UWB transceiver design is proposed, and simulation results and discussion are 
described in section 6. We summarize the research in section 7. 
 
2. RELATED WORKS  
 There is a considerable literature addressing the use of WPMCM and its performance evaluation 
comparing with conventional method. A closed form formula in [7] is derived to define 
convolution’s counterpart in the wavelet domain, and a wavelet based multicarrier modulation 
framework presented by discrete wavelet transform (DWT) Mallat’s algorithm. Performance 
analysis of IEEE 802.15.3a channel models for multiband UWB  proved that the overhead and 
the transceiver structure for the WB-MUWB are less complex than those for the FB-MUWB; 
therefore DWT could be considered as an attractive technique in future multicarrier UWB 
systems.  
 
In [8] authors studied symbol error rate (SER) of both conventional OFDM and Gabor basis 
WPMCM  in AWGN channel for fast intercity trains, and showed that this new technique with a 
moderate complexity avoids the spectral efficiency loss. Testing this technique in more realistic 
channels is an idea to continue their research. For radar applications, Mohseni et.al in [9] 
replaced the conventional OFDM multicarrier modulation with the WPMCM in order to get a more 
flexible signal design approach. These designed radar signals have very low side lobe levels in 
their ambiguity functions and high spectral efficiency. The requirements imposed in the design of 
usable wavelets and wavelet packets for multicarrier modulation are studied in [10]. According to 
this article, for perfect reconstruction of data the wavelets have to satisfy bi-orthogonal property. 
Another real time application of the system is reported in [11] where WPMCM for V-BLAST [12] 
(vertical Bell laboratories layered space time) is discussed. According to [11] the bit error rate 

Bp 

Bs 

SINR 

S user 

P user 
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(BER) performance of the wavelet based V-BLAST system is superior to their Fourier based 
counterparts.  
 
The major drawback of MCM systems is the peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) problem. High 
peaks of the transmitted signal drive the power amplifiers operating near nonlinear saturation 
regions which degrade the power efficiency and system performance. Hence, it is necessary to 
transmit signals with lower PAPR because of operating range of power amplifiers. In [13] authors 
reported reducing in PAPR by a Haar WPMCM system with Hadamard spreading codes. 
WPMCM system is also sensitive to time synchronization errors resulting from its overlapping 
symbols in the time domain. OFDM can easily exploit CP to reduce the effects of timing error or 
dispersive channel. Furthermore, the ISI in OFDM is generated by overlapping of two successive 
symbols, while in the case of WPMCM, ISI is generated by overlapping of a number of 
consecutive symbols. Hence, WPMCM is very sensitive to even small timing differences between 
transmitter and receiver. In [14] the performance of wavelet packet modulation (WPM) systems 
using several well known wavelets in the presence of timing offset is compared with OFDM. As a 
future work authors proposed to design wavelet and scaling filters that would minimize the 
interference energy from timing error. They also suggested using complex wavelets to reduce 
WPM time shift sensitivity, and designing a robust synchronization scheme to tackle large timing 
offsets. 
 
Channel estimation is another challenge to be tackled by researchers. In traditional OFDM 
system, channel estimation is performed by pilot symbol assisted modulation (PSAM) with pilot 
interpolation in time domain or frequency domain. More pilots, lower bandwidth efficiency and 
higher system complexity. The channel estimation issue for WPM system has been addressed in 
[15] and a novel pilot arrangement is designed based on wavelet packet theory for WPM system 
to achieve higher speed transmission with lower bit error rates. In [5] channel estimation for WPM 
is surveyed and indicated that ANNs (Artificial Neural Networks) method is more proper than 
LMMSE estimation. As their future work, authors proposed development of wavelet theory and 
post- equalization to cancel the interference caused by overlapping symbols.  
 
3. WAVELET PACKET BASED MCM FEATURES 
The wavelet basis functions are localized in time (or space) and frequency, and have different 
resolutions in these domains. Wavelet transforms are broadly classified as continuous and 
discrete wavelet transforms.  The continuous wavelet transform (CWT) of a continuous signal x (t) 
is defined as the sum of all time of the signal multiplied by scaled, shifted versions of the wavelet 
waveforms. Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) analyzes the signal at different frequency bands 
with different resolutions by decomposing the signal into an approximation containing coarse and 
detailed information. DWT employs two sets of functions, known as scaling and wavelet 
functions, which are associated with low pass and high pass filters. The decomposition of the 
signal into different frequency bands is simply obtained by successive high pass and low pass 
filtering of the time domain signal. Wavelet packet transform (WPT) decomposes the high 
frequency bands which are kept intact in the DWT; hence it obtains richer resolution. Some 
advantages of wavelet transform are described as follows. 
 
3.1. Multi-rate Property 
The main property of the WPT is the semi-arbitrary division of the signal space. WPT still leads to 
a set of orthogonal functions, even if the construction iterations are not repeated for all sub-
branches. From a multicarrier communication system perspective, this maps into having 
subcarriers of different bandwidths and symbol length to create a multi-rate system and enhance 
the quality of service (QoS) of wireless systems. 
 
3.2. Configurable Transform Size 
The iterative nature of the wavelet transform allows for a configurable transform size and hence a 
configurable number of carriers. This facility can be used, for instance, to reconfigure a 
transceiver according to a given communication protocol; the transform size could be selected 
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according to the channel impulse response characteristics, computational complexity or link 
quality. 
 
3.3. Noise and Interference Suppression 
By flexible time-frequency resolution, the effect of noise and interference on the signal can be 
minimized. Wavelet based systems are capable of avoiding known channel disturbances at the 
transmitter, rather than waiting to cancel them at the receiver. In [16] a WPMCM transmission 
system, for multi-rate integrated service is demonstrated. The performance of this system under 
impulse noise and single tone interference is reported to be superior to existing Fourier based 
variants. WPT digital modulated signals are mapped into their own Time-Frequency Atoms (t-f 
atoms) which will be utilized in multiplexing of transport orthogonally. Tone interference and 
impulse noise cause distributed effects in the WPM system.  

 
3.4. Robustness against ISI and ICI 
The performance of MCM system depends on the set of waveforms that the carriers use. The 
wavelet scheme reduces the sensitivity of the system to harmful channel effects like Inter-symbol 
interference (ISI) and Inter-carrier interference (ICI). Authors in [18] replaced the fourier-based 
complex exponential carriers of a multicarrier system with orthonormal wavelets. The wavelets 
are derived from a multistage tree-structured Haar and Daubechies orthonormal quadrature 
mirror filter (QMF) bank. The authors in [17] compared both OFDM and WPMCM in the context of 
PLCs and proved that WPMCM has higher transmission efficiency, deeper notches, robustness 
to narrowband interference (NBI) or impulsive noise, and lower circuit cost as fewer carriers than 
in conventional or windowed OFDM can be used. An improved performance with respect to 
reduction of the power of ISI and ICI is reported in Table 1 that makes comparison between 
orthonormal Haar wavelets and  conventional OFDM.    This work is extended in [19] with 
empirical investigations on a model obtained from the measurements of a practical high speed 
and low-voltage power line communication channel (PLC), the research exhibits superiority of 
WPMCM to traditional OFDM especially regarding to ISI and ICI mitigation. 

Conventional 
OFDM 

ISIav[dB] -1.07 -0.72 -0.54 
ICIav[dB] -6.60 -8.16 -9.31 

Haar-
WPMCM 

ISIav[dB] -2.41 -1.62 -1.23 
ICIav[dB] -7.49 -12.94 -18.67 

Channel excess delay T T T 
Number of carriers 8 12 16 

 
TABLE 1: Averaged normalized power of interference for MCM systems. 

 
 
4. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
At the transmitter the data stream � � ������ ��	�� 
 � ����� 
 � ������ is first converted from serial 
to parallel sequences �� and then modulated with M-array inverse wavelet packet transform 
(IWPT). Figures 2a and 2b, show the wavelet packet based MCM transceiver operating Mallat’s 
fast algorithm [20]. 
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FIGURE 2a: Wavelet packet based MCM transmitter part, including reconstruction filters. 

 
FIGURE 2b: Wavelet packet based MCM receiver part, including decomposition filters. 

 
The transmitted signal Y, is composed of successive K symbols, as the sum of M amplitude 
modulated waveforms by���. It can be expressed using matrix notations as: 
 

 � � � �� � ��� �����������������������������������������������������������������������������������(1) 
 
 
where � � ������ ��	�� 
 � ����� 
 � ������ is transmitted signal, �� � ������� ������ 
 � ������ 
�� �������� is constellation encoded �-th data symbol, and 
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is the waveforms matrix which ����� are mutually orthogonal to reduce the symbol errors, i.e.  
 �)��� * �+��� � ,�- � .��                                                (3) 

 
where * indicates a convolution operation and , represents the Dirac function.  
The relationship between the number of iterations J and the number of carrier waveforms M is 
given by  � 	/.  
 
In the wavelet packet scheme, we limit our analysis to subcarrier waveforms defined through a 
set of FIR filters, and implemented by Mallat’s fast algorithm [21] with less complexity for wireless 
communication. In orthogonal wavelet systems, quadrature mirror filter pair (QMF) consists of the 
scaling filter 012345  and dilatation filter    06)345, and knowledge of the scaling filter and wavelet tree 
depth is sufficient to design the wavelet transform.  The scaling filter 012345 and dilatation filter 06)345, 
and the corresponding reversed filters 012745 and 06)745, are used to form a wavelet packet tree. 
These filters satisfy following conditions:  
 

  � 012345��� � 	�89:89�:                                                               (4) 
 � 012345���012345�� � 	;� � 	,�;�89:89�:                                                 (5) 
 06)345��� � ���8�012345�< � � � ���                                                 (6) 

 
where < is the span of the filters.  
The carrier waveforms are obtained by iteratively filtering the signal into high and low frequency 
components. The waveforms ����� are derived by J successive iterations as the following 
recursive equations: 
 

=>?
>@ �+�'���� � 012345��� * �+�����8'��+�'�A���� � 06)345��� * �+�����8'�������� � B�� � � �C� DE�D F

F                                           (7) 
                                                                                                                         

 
where j is the iteration index, � G . G H, and m the waveform index C G I G  � �  . Using usual 
notation in discrete signal processing �+���8'�  denotes two version up-sampling of �+����� . 
The type of WPT algorithm depends on the choice of mother wavelet, the number of levels of 
expansion, and signal specifications such as periodic, non-periodic, extended and finite WPT. 
Time and frequency domain localizations are not independent and a waveform with higher 
frequency domain localization can be obtained with longer time support.  Furthermore, short 
duration waveforms have shorter symbol duration than the channel coherence time, limit the 
modulation-demodulation delay, and require less memory and less computation. 
 
For the evaluation of a wireless channel, we assume a channel H, with L multi-paths, J ��0�C�� 0���� 
 � 0�E�� 
 � 0�K � ��� and received signal at the output of the channel can be written as:   

 % � J� � L M ,                                                           (8) 
 
where % � �N���� N�	�� 
 � N���� 
 � N���� is the received signal, and M � �O���� O�	�� 
 � O���� 
 � O���� is additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). 
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5. TRANSCEIVER DESIGN 
Our proposed WPMCM System framework including channel state information (CSI) feedback is 
illustrated in figures 3. The information bits are firstly grouped and mapped into MPSK or M-QAM. 
Then the serial data stream is transformed to N parallel lines, where N is the number of 
subcarriers which is dependent on channel state. So pilots can be inserted into the N lines of 
signals with particular pilot arrangement strategy, then obtained N lines of signals can be 
modulated through inverse wavelet packet modulation (IWPM).  In the receiver time and 
frequency diversity are exploited in the system, the maximal ratio combining (MRC) technique is 
used to combine different diversity branches.  

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 3: Cognitive multiband UWB transceiver via WPMCM. 

 
A multiband UWB system is provided with symbols of duration T, bandwidth 528 MHZ, and 128 
samples to be transmitted in different sub-bands. For the wavelet based system cyclic prefix is 
replaced by data bits. Multiple-access can be introduced in the form of time-frequency hopping 
codes similar to multiband OFDM. Wavelet packet basis and filter pairs are selected due to the 
type of system application. In the case of MCM, wavelet packet bases are time limited and 
smooth, well confined in frequency, and orthogonal or linearly independent. 
 
6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
In simulation part, we consider 128 wavelet packet equally spaced carriers to be adaptively 

deactivated for transmission spectrum shaping according to the primary users band (Figure 4). 
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FIGURE 4: CR coexistence with primary user Characteristics, solid lines show active subcarriers and dot 

lines indicate deactivated subcarriers in the band of or adjacent to primary user. 
 

We assume a WPMCM system which is presented in Figure 5. The information bits are firstly 
modulated by 16-QAM constellation mapping. Then the serial data stream is transformed to 128 
parallel subcarrier lines, pilot symbols are inserted and signals are modulated through IWPT.  For 
the wavelet packet based system, cyclic prefix is replaced by data bits. At the receiver side, the 
zero forcing equalizer is provided to compensate the effects of channel distortion and WPT block 
is applied for demodulation of data. 
 

 
FIGURE 5: WPMCM transceiver for simulation. 

In conventional OFDM large side-lobes result in out-of-band (OOB) radiations, thus, coexistence 
of primary and secondary users depends on side-lobes suppression. Figures 6(a) compares 
power spectrum density (PSD) of conventional OFDM and WPMCM. According to the graphs, 
WPMCM enhances the side-lobes suppression effectively accompanied by high spectral 
efficiency caused by removing the cyclic prefix. These figures illustrate that the occupied 
bandwidth of WPMCM is far less than OFDM. PSD of zero-padded WPMCM shown in figure 6(b) 
has minor side-lobes improvement comparing to WPMCM. 
 
Simulation results of Figures 7(a, b and c) compare the bit error rate (BER) of conventional 
OFDM and WPMCM signal with 1 level wavelet packet tree with Sym4 family, versus the Signal-
to-Noise Ratio (SNR) in the presence of different channel conditions. According to the Figure 
7(a), WPMCM signal has almost the same BER as conventional OFDM, but for zero-padded 
WPMCM the BER is lower and performance is improved for all channel conditions with the cost of 
spectral efficiency. For zero padded WPMCM in AWGN channel, improvement at BER of �C�P   is 
1dB with respect to conventional OFDM. In the two next cases, (Figures 7b,7c), we consider a 
two taps channel with additional AWGN effect and zero forcing equalizer in the receiver. Figure 
7(b) shows that both WPMCM and zero-padded WPMCM have better BER comparing to OFDM 
for SNR higher than 15 dB. The performance improvement at  �C�(is 6 dB and 7 dB for WPMCM 
and zero padded WPMCM respectively. In figure 7(c), BER performance doesn’t change 
significantly with various choices of wavelet filter families, but at high SNR situation, two level 
wavelet packet trees represent superior performances to one level wavelet packet trees.  
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  (a)                                                                               (b)     

FIGURE 6: Power spectral density (obtained by FFT length of 16384) of (a) conventional OFDM  and 1 level 
WPMCM-Sym4, (b) zero padded 1 level WPMCM-Sym4. 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 (a)                                                       (b)                                                       (c) 

FIGURE 7: BER comparison between conventional OFDM and WPMCM-Sym4 for (a) AWGN, Rayleigh and 
Rician channel conditions, (b) in the presence of a two taps channel distortion and AWGN,(c) different 

Wavelet families and tree levels. 
 

7. CONCLUSION 
In this research wavelet packet based multicarrier modulation is recommended for cognitive 
multiband UWB systems as an efficient solution to meet adaptive and cognitive goals. Literature 
is surveyed, and analytical approach of WPMCM transceiver is addressed. Power spectrum 
density graphs shows that WPMCM has high spectral efficiency accompanied by significant side-
lobes suppression. Finally we investigated the BER performance and power spectral density of 
WPMCM under different channel models and wavelet families. BER improvement is achieved by 
WPMCM comparing to the conventional OFDM. As future work, we compare the conventional 
OFDM and wavelet based MCM-UWB systems under standard IEEE 802.15.3a channel models 
(CM1-CM4) for wireless personal area networks (WPAN). Study on narrowband interference 
mitigation of WPMCM UWB systems is the next open contribution. 
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Abstract 

Scrambler is generally employed in data communication systems to add 
redundancy in the transmitted data stream so that at the receiver end, timing 
information can be retrieved to aid the synchronization between data terminals. 
Present paper deals with simulation and implementation of the scrambler for 
56Kbps voice-band modem. Scrambler for the transmitter of 56Kbps modem was 
chosen as a case study. Simulation has been carried out using Simulink of 
Matlab. An algorithm for the scrambling function has been developed and 
implemented on Texas Instrument’s based TMS320C50PQ57 Digital Signal 
Processor (DSP). Signalogic DSP software has been used to compare the 
simulated and practical results. 
 

Keywords: Scrambler, 56Kbps Modem, Matlab, Signalogic, Digital Signal Processor. 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Often, it is required by the user to ensure that the transmitted signal should has sufficient 
randomness or activity so that timing recovery, adaptive equalization and echo cancellation can 
be reliably performed. Mostly users type characters on PC relatively slow due to which computer 
terminal transmits null characters most of the time. A long sequence of null characters results in a 
highly correlated line signal. Such signals can foil timing recovery and other functions, all of which 
assume that the transmitted symbols are uncorrelated. Scrambling is intended to minimize strong 
correlations among the information bits so as to make them appear more random. It is a method 
of achieving dc balance (dc null) and eliminating long sequences of zeros to ensure timing 
recovery without redundant line coding. Scrambler does not add anything in signal, as it is not 
based on redundancy. Scrambler performs one-to-one mapping between input data bits and 
coded data bits. The objective is to map the bit sequences, which are problematic and likely to 
occur, into a coded sequence that looks more random and less problematic. 
 
Scrambler is a digital device, which maps a data sequence into a channel sequence. If the data 
sequence is periodic, it converts it into a periodic channel sequence with period, which is many 
times the data period. A simple scrambler adds a Maximum-Length Shift-Registers (MLSR) 
sequence to the input bit stream to randomize or whiten the statistics of the data, making it more 
random. Scrambler consists of linear sequential filters with feedback paths, counters, storage 
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elements and peripheral logic in their discrete form. The counters, storage elements and 
peripheral logic, monitor the channel sequence but react infrequently so that the scrambler 
behaves principally as linear sequential filter [1]. 

 
There are many applications of scrambler. This is used for encryption of data in security systems, 
to remove non-linearity of common carrier systems which causes inter-channel interference and 
to remove systematic jitter caused by self-retiming circuits in base-band Pulse Code Modulation 
(PCM) systems. In data communication systems, main purpose of the scrambler is to add 
redundancy in the transmitted data stream so that at the receiver, timing information can be 
retrieved from received data i.e. to aid the synchronization between two modems. The present 
study deals with the implementation of the scrambler used for synchronization purpose. 

 

 

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
In the beginning, scrambler was used to reduce the effect of jitter in the PCM systems. Jitter is a 
very serious problem as it reduces the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) and causes more errors to be 
introduced at the receiver. In addition, jitter also effects the functioning of the repeaters, which 
has a commutative effect. The proceeding timing circuits generates systematic jitter, which 
degrades the transmission quality because the r.m.s. value of the jitter increases in proportion to 
the square root of the number of repeaters. A self-retiming circuit is used in conventional base-
band PCM systems to minimize the jitter in which a timing waveform is extracted from an 
equalized pulse train [2]-[3]. 
 
There are certain impairments that vary with the statistics of the digital source in digital 
transmission systems and these statistics of the data source is related to the problem of timing 
recovery, equalization and cross talk. One of the methods to isolate the system performance from 
the source statistics is to use redundant transmission codes. These codes could not provide 
complete isolation however they generate additional problems by increasing the symbol rate. 
Alternative method to cope up with this problem is scrambling, which whitens the statistics of 
digital source. Any source is said to white if it generates statistically independent and 
equiviprobable symbols using which system impairment can be easily analyzed. All the first order 
and second order statistics of any binary source can be whiten to any degree at the cost of an 
arbitrarily small controllable rate [4]. 
 

 

3. BASIC SCRAMBLING ACTION 
Data transmission through any communication system will be errorless if the timing of each 
device attached to the system is accurate enough. But it is difficult to ensure the accuracy of the 
timing in a larger system having many devices or having very large data packets. The solution to 
this problem of highly accurate clocks can be found by using synchronous communication 
techniques. In synchronous systems, it is necessary to extract timing information from the 
received data, which in turn reduces the burden of internal clock circuitry. There are many 
methods using which timing information from the received data can be retrieved. Line coding 
techniques like Return to Zero coding and Manchester coding are the few familiar techniques that 
may be used for this purpose [1]. The problem with the usage of these line-coding techniques is 
that the timing benefits come at the expense of bandwidth, so these techniques are not used in 
Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN), which is severely band-limited network, so one has 
to choose other options. Scrambling is a technique that can be used in conjunction with simpler 
line coding algorithms such as simple binary and RS232C protocol to achieve above-mentioned 
goal without sacrificing the bandwidth requirement.  
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In digital system, it is common practice to encounter long strings of 1’s and 0’s within the 
transmitted data that results in constant output levels. Timing information cannot be retrieved 
from such outputs because there will be no state-transition during these sequences which may 
result in transmission errors at the receiver. Scrambler can eliminate this problem by detecting 
undesirable sequences of bits and inserting state transitions in a pseudo random manner.  If 
there is a long sequence of 1’s, 0’s will be pseudo randomly inserted in to the stream. It ensures 
that the probability of receiving a ‘1’ is equal to the probability of receiving ‘0’ and minimizes the 
probability of periodic or repetitive data transmission, which in turn make clock recovery easier 
[5]. Simple scrambling action of a scrambler is shown in Fig. (1). While it may not be possible to 
prevent the occurrence of all undesirable sequences with absolute certainty, at least most of the 
common replications in the input data stream can be removed by the use of a scrambler. It has 
been found that the transmission of short repetitive patterns could play havoc with both the 
equalizer and timing recovery systems [2]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

4. SYSTEM DESIGN 
There are many ways to implement scrambler but all rely on the same basic building blocks of 
linear feedback shift registers and modulo-2-addition functions. Many researchers have 
discussed the general theory of implementation of scramblers [2-4], [6-7]. In general, the serial 
data enters in linear feedback shift register, where each stage in the register delays the signal by 
one time unit as shown in Fig. (2). The delayed version of the output signal is then fed back and 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

modulo-2-addition is performed with the input signal. The scrambler's input and output relation, in 
general, is given by [1]-[2] : 
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Where y(n) is current output, y (n-k) is the output delayed by k times, x(n) is current input and hk 
is system transform function. All the constants and variable in eqn. (1) can only have the values 
‘0’ or ‘1’ and all additions performed are modulo-2-additions (exclusive-OR operations). 
Corresponding state vector s(n) to this eqn. can be written as  
 

 

(2) 

 

In general scrambler is of two types; Frame synchronized scrambler and self-synchronized 
scrambler. Frame-synchronized scrambler is used for cryptography purposes whereas self-
synchronized scrambler is used for clock or carrier recovery purpose and it is this scrambler, 
which is used in modem design.  
 
Both scramblers are based upon maximum-length shift-register sequence or M-sequences, which 
are periodic bit sequences with properties that make them appear to be random. These 
sequences can be generated using a feedback shift register, which is basically a linear sequential 
filter with feedback paths. Binary m-stage linear feedback shift register is shown in Fig. (3) [8]. 
Binary sequence of this maximum length is known as M-sequence or pseudo-random binary 
sequence because it satisfies several statistical tests for randomness. The auto-correlation 
function of such sequences resembles with the white noise. While implementing such device, the 
design problem is to select the shift register taps, which generate a M-sequence. The theory 
behind it is based on finite fields so it involves algebraic polynomials and finite field arithmetic 
(modulo-2-addition). Polynomials, which generate ‘M’ sequences, should be primitive. A 
polynomial y(x) of degree ‘m’ is primitive if it is irreducible i.e. has no factors except 1 and itself 
and if it divides xk+1 for k = 2m -1 and does not divide xk+1 for k< 2m-1. Sequence period of such 
primitive polynomials is 2m-1. Characteristic polynomial for M sequence generator is given by    
[2, 9]:            

                   (3) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Let x(n) be the binary sequence at the input of scrambler. Taking D-transform (Huffman 
transform; like z-transform with D = z-1 ) of the incoming sequence as  

(4) 
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Then the connecting polynomial for the scrambler given in Fig. (2) can be written as  

(5) 

Output transform with zero initial state is given by  

(6) 

Taking D-transform on both sides of the above equation, we have: 

(7) 

The output of the scrambler is therefore given by 

(8) 

So mathematical operation performed by the scrambler is basically equivalent to dividing the 
input information sequence by a Generating Polynomial (GP). The polynomial resulting in the 
fewest feedback connection is often the most attractive for scrambling purpose. Scrambling 
action of a simple five-tap scrambler specified by the generating polynomial  

(9) 

is shown in Fig. (4). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are many types of characteristic polynomials that can be used in modems. Some of the 
popular generating polynomials are those which have been used in the CCITT V.22 and CCITT 
V.27 protocols. The V.22 polynomial is the one in which seventeen-stage operation is 
recommended [6]. The CCITT V.27 protocol suggests a seven-stage register. Finally, the CCITT 
V.29 recommends the 23-stage register to implement generating polynomial. Everyone has his 
own preference regarding which polynomial to use but all rely on the same basic cells; shift 
registers and modulo-2-adders.  
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5. SCRAMBLER IN 56KBPS MODEM 
56Kbps modem uses PCM in the downstream (server to client). Clock recovery circuit of the 
modem generally uses high-Q resonant tank circuit, which averages the clock phase over several 
bit periods. Clock phase resulting from sampling a constant signal level will attain a static value 
and if this bit pattern changes to another pattern, the implementation of clock recovery circuit will 
force the clock phase to change and attain a new value. The serial PCM bit stream reflects the 
deterministic parts of the signal and this leads to clock phase jitter in the repeater. Its r.m.s. value 
increases linearly as square root of the number of cascaded repeaters. Since a clock phase 
change is equivalent to timing jitter, the data eye will not always be sampled at the optimum time 
and so there will be an increase in bit error probability. Scrambling is one of the effective methods 
for the suppression of this jitter [10-11].  
 
The data scrambler specified for the transmitter of 56Kbps digital modem is designed using the 
following generating polynomial [12]: 

  (10) 

This is a self-synchronizing scrambler, which means that it will not only provide clocking 
information throughout the transmission but also will be used to create the signals for the initial 
handshaking between the modems on the receiving and transmitting end. If there is an error free 
transmission then one can use the same generating polynomial with the feed-forward shift-
register device for de-scrambling but if there is any error then one have to use different 
polynomial. Block diagram of 56Kbps digital modem’s scrambler is given in Fig. (5).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. SIMULATION OF SCRAMBLER USING MATLAB 
Matlab has been used to study the scrambling action in the transmitter of 56Kbps digital modem 
which uses generating polynomial given by eqn. (10). Using Simulink toolbox of Matlab, a model 
of scrambler as shown in Fig. (6), corresponding to the eqn. (10) has been developed and its 
performance against input binary sequences with different probabilities of occurrence of 0’s (P) 
has been evaluated. Model contains a Bernoulli Random Binary Generator (BRBG) block, which 
generates random number using Bernoulli distribution [13].  
 
The Bernoulli distribution produces zeros with the probability P and ones with the probability 1-P. 
The Bernoulli distribution has mean value 1-P and variance P (1-P) [14].  The scrambler block 
scrambles the input signal (the output of BRBG) using scramble polynomial parameter ρ, which 
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FIGURE 5:   Scrambler for 56Kbps Digital Modem 
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defines the feedback connections in the scrambler i.e. feedback connection from 1st, 3rd and 5th 
delay elements can be represented as ρ = [0,-3,-5] or as ρ = [1 0 0 1 0 1].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Simulation results corresponding to different values of P in time domain were obtained and from 
these results, the number of transitions in input data (Ti/p) and in output data (To/p) have been 
calculated.  The ratio of To/p to the Ti/p gives the Randomization Parameter R which can be 
considered as a measure of performance of the scrambler, R therefore describes how effectively 
scrambler randomizes the incoming binary signal. Fig. (7) gives the graphical representation of 
the results obtained and hence it can be concluded that scrambling action of the scrambler is 
more effective for the input data sequences having high value of probability of occurrence of 
zeros or ones i.e. the signal having long sequences of 0s or 1s. Scrambler is less effective for the 
input data sequences having frequent transitions and more over no scrambling is needed for such 
inputs because these sequences have sufficient number of transitions in it, using which clock 
information can easily be retrieved. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7. IMPLEMENTATION OF SCRAMBLER ON DSP CHIP 
Scrambler for 56Kbps server (digital) modem has been implemented on TMS320C50PQ57 DSP 
chip using MICRO-50EB evaluation module.  Experimental setup used for the present 
implementation is shown in Fig. (8). Evaluation module contains a 16 bit fixed point processor 
TMS320C50PQ57 along with 48-Kiloword (KW) of monitor EPROM, 16KW of program RAM, 32 
KW of data RAM & 32KW of I/O RAM. The highly paralleled architecture and efficient instruction 
set provide speed and flexibility which make the TMS320C50PQ57 DSP to capable of executing 
about 57 Million Instructions Per Second (MIPS). TMS320C50PQ57 DSP optimizes speed by 

FIGURE 7: Variation of Randomization Parameter (R) With the Probability of Occurrence of 
 (P) For Scrambler With GP Given in Eqn. (10). 
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FIGURE 6:  Matlab Model to Study the Relation between P and R in a Scrambler  
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implementing functions in hardware that other processors implement through micro-code or 
software. This hardware intensive approach provides high processing power previously 
unavailable on single chip. Its powerful instruction set, inherent flexibility, high-speed number-
crunching capabilities, and innovative architecture have made this high-performance, cost 
effective processor; the ideal solution to many telecommunications, commercial, industrial and 
military applications [15].  
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.1.     Algorithm for Soft Implementation of the Scrambler 
Scrambler has been implemented using the circular buffers of the TMS320C50PQ57 DSP chip. 
The chip has special memory mapped registers and associated circuitry for two circular buffers. 
One of the eight auxiliary registers can be used as a pointer into the circular buffer. Circular buffer 
was implemented on the DSP on-chip memory block. Two memory-mapped registers are 
associated with each circular buffer that needs to be initialized with the start and end address. 
Block diagram of I/P sample circular buffer is given in Fig. (9), where x(n) is the input data at a 
time n, x(n-1) is input data delayed by single time unit and N is length of linear feedback or feed 
forward shift register. Initialized circular buffer can be used for producing delay and data can be 
read from any position pointed by the auxiliary register AR-1. Then XOR operation can be 
performed on delayed samples to achieve scrambling action. Before the initialization of circular 
buffer we have to initialize the DSP chip and I/O devices [9].  
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In present implementation TLC32044 AIC (Analog Interface Circuit) has been used as I/O device. 
The supporting algorithm for the initialization of DSP module and algorithm for implementation of 
scrambler of digital modem is given in Appendix (A) along with the algorithm of main scrambling 
routine using circular buffer. 
 
Assembly level program (source code) for the scrambler of 56Kbps digital modem has been 
written using algorithm given in Appendix (A).  Source code were loaded into the DSP and output 
data obtained was stored at appropriate data memory location with the slight modification in the 
program i.e. one more step of data storage in addition with the data transmission has been 
included in the main program. Stored data was loaded into the Signalogic DSP Software for time 
and frequency domain analysis of practically obtained results. In the similar fashion output data 
obtained from the simulation was loaded in to the software package and simulated and practical 
results were compared in time as well as frequency domain.  
 
Time domain comparison of scrambler's simulated and practical result is shown in Fig. (10). It can 
easily be concluded from this figure that the present practical result differs very slightly from the 
simulated results. The transition which was occurring at 3.375ms in the simulation study has been 
get shifted to 3.875 in actual practice but this shift does not disturb the scrambling action because 
total number of transitions are same. Similar study in frequency domain has been carried out for 
simulated and practical results. Spectral analysis i.e. variation of magnitude with frequency of 
simulated and practical results is presented in Fig. (11). It is clear from this figure that the 
practical and simulated results are almost same, which confirms the successful implementation of 
scrambler on DSP. 
 
Present implementation is more efficient than the earlier implementation reported by Steven 
A.Ttretter, C.J.Buechler and H. Sampath [16]. In the present implementation circular buffer is 
being used to produce delay and on chip memory of the DSP chip is being used due to which 
memory requirement as well as execution time have been reduced by using efficient algorithm 
discussed earlier. Comparison of various implementation parameters like program execution 
time, program and data memory used for the current and previous study is given in the Table (1). 

 

 
TABLE 1: Various Implementation Parameters 

8.    CONCLUSION 
Scrambler for 56Kbps digital modem has been simulated using Matlab and implemented using 
TMS320C50PQ57 DSP chip during the present study. From the simulation it has been found that 
scrambling action of proposed scrambler is more effective for the input data sequences having 
high value of probability of occurrence of zeros or ones i.e. the signal having long sequences of 
0s or 1s. Scrambler is less effective for the input data sequences having frequent transitions and 
more over no scrambling is needed for such inputs because it has sufficient number of transitions 
in it, from which, clock information can easily be retrieved. In present implementation circular 
buffer is being used to produce delay and on-chip memory of the DSP chip is used due to which 
program memory requirement as well as execution time has been get reduced using the efficient 
algorithm as compared to previous study. Simulated and practical results have been compared 
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FIGURE 11:  Comparison of Simulated and Practical Results of Scrambler in Frequency Domain 

 

FIGURE 10:  Comparison of Simulated and Practical Results of Scrambler in Time Domain 
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using Signalogic DSP Software in time as well as frequency domain and have been found same 
which confirms the successful implementation of scrambler on DSP. 
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Abstract 
In this paper, a new approach for the design and implementation of FIR filter banks for 
multirate analysis and synthesis is explored. The method is based on the least thP  
algorithm and takes into consideration the characteristics of the individual filters. 
Features of the proposed approach include; it does not need to adapt the weighting 
function involved and no constraints are imposed during the course of optimization. 
Mostly, the FIR filter design is concentrated around linear phase characteristics but with 
the help of minimax solution for FIR filters using the least- thP algorithm, this optimal filter 
design approach helps us to enhance the properties of LTI systems with good stability. 
Hence thP  norm algorithm will be used in multirate to explore the stability and other 
properties. We have proposed the band analysis system for analysis and synthesis 
purpose to explore multirate filter banks. The Matlab toolbox has been used for 
implementing the filters and its properties are verified with various plots and tables. The 
results of this paper enable us to achieve good signal to noise ratio  rSNR with analysis 
and synthesis level operations.  
 
Keywords: Analysis, Synthesis, Filter banks, least thP algorithm, 

1.       INTRODUCTION 
 
Over the last two decades, there has been a steady growth of interest in multirate processing of digital 
signals. Unlike the single-rate system, the sample spacing in the multirate system can vary from point to 
point [1]. In multirate filter banks the input signal is divided into channels using band pass filters, and the 
individual channels are down sampled to rates appropriate to the individual channel bandwidths. The 
problem of designing filter banks that can provide good frequency resolution while allowing for exact or 
near perfect reconstruction of the signal is quite challenging because so many dissimilar types of 
distortion must be minimized and/or eliminated in the same design context. The individual filter issues 
include the passband size and ripple, stopband size and ripple, transition width and shape, filter phase, 
filter type (IIR and FIR), filter order, and filter structure. The filter bank issues include the number of 
bands, frequency coverage, bank efficiency and aliasing, distortion issues include linear distortions 
(magnitude, phase, and aliasing distortions) and nonlinear distortions (quantization, coding and channel 
distortions) and the overall processing issues include the system delay and the ability to reject processing 
distortions [2]. There are several important issues to consider that impact the performance and cost 
effectiveness of analysis/synthesis filter banks in practical applications. First, the quality of the individual 
filters in both banks should be good. Typically, this means having high stop band attenuation, good 
transition band properties and/or good impulse response characteristics. Second, the overall analysis/ 
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synthesis system should reconstruct the input with negligible distortion in the absence of quantization. 
Third, the filter banks should have an efficient implementation. This impacts the speed of the system as 
well as the cost. Finally, the overall system delay should be considered. A variety of methodologies based 
on time domain as well as frequency domain representations are now available [2], [3], [4],                                                                                    
but all of these methods have limitations. This paper discusses a new approach using the least thP  algorithm to explore the stability and various properties by using the Matlab toolbox for designing various 
filter banks. The resulting design methodology is uniquely flexible and powerful. By imposing appropriate 
constraints, a very broad class of FIR analysis /synthesis systems can be designed. 
 
       The most efficient tools for the minimax design of FIR digital filters are the Parks-McClellan algorithm 
and its variants [5]-[7]. However, they only apply to the class of linear phase FIR filters. In many 
applications, nonlinear phase FIR filters (e.g. those with low group delay) are more desirable. For the 
minimax design of FIR filters with arbitrary magnitude and phase response several methods are available 
in the literature. Among others, we mention the weighted least-squares approach [8] in which the 
weighted function is adapted until a near equiripple filter performance is achieved; the constrained 
optimization approach [9] in which the design is formulated as a linear or quadratic programming problem; 
the semidefinite programming approach[10] where the design is accomplished by minimizing an 
approximation – error bound subject to a set of linear and quadratic constraints that can be converted into 
linear matrix inequalities. For the 1-D case, minimax design of 1-D FIR filters has been largely focused on 
the class of linear phase filters. This paper presents a least- thP approach to the design problem. Least –

thP optimization as a design tool is not new. It was used quite successfully for the minimax design of IIR 
filters. However, to date least- thP   based algorithms for minimax design of non linear phase 1-D FIR 
filters have not been reported. In the proposed method, a (near) minimax design is obtained by 
minimizing a weighted pL  error function without constraints, where the weighting function is fixed during 
the course of optimization and the power p  is taken as an even integer. The proposed method does not 
need to update the weighting function, and it is an unconstrained convex minimization approach. The 
approach developed here has some advantages over the method discussed in [2] in terms of 
computational efficiency, filter quality, implementation structure, mathematical verification of the 
properties such as causality, stability, etc using the pole zero and magnitude plots. 
 
In section 2, time domain analysis is described. In section 3, basic tools such as decimators, interpolators 
and multirate filter banks are reviewed. In section 4, the design procedure for implementing the filter 
banks is presented. Section 5 discusses the design examples to illustrate the effectiveness of the design 
procedure. Finally some concluding remarks are drawn in Section 6. 
 
2.      TIME DOMAIN ANALYSIS 
 
Linear Time Invariant (LTI) systems can be characterized in the time domain by its response to a specific 
signal called the impulse. This response is called the impulse response of the filter .The impulse response 
of the filter is the response of the filter at time n  to a unit impulse  n  occurring at time 0 and is most 
often denoted by  nh .The  impulse sequence is denoted by  n  and is defined by        

                   
 

0     ,  0           
0      ,  1     




n
nn

 

 If the input is the arbitrary signal  nx  that is expressed as a sum of weighted impulses, that is, 

                           knkxnx
k

 





 

Then the response of the system to  nx  is the corresponding sum of weighted outputs, that is  
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Equation (1) is an expression for the response of a linear system to any arbitrary input sequence  nx . 
This expression is a function of both  nx  and the responses  knh ,  of the system to the unit impulses 
 kn   for   k . In fact, if the response of the LTI system to the unit impulse sequence  n  

is denoted as  nh , that is  
                        nTnh   
Then by the time – invariance property, the response of the system to the delayed unit impulse sequence 
 kn   is  

                  knTknh    
Consequently the formula in equation (1) reduces to  

                  
     knhkxny

k
 





                             (2) 

Now the LTI system is completely characterized by a single function  nh , namely, its response to the unit 
impulse sequence  n . The formula in equation (2) that gives the response  ny  of the LTI system as a 
function of the input signal  nx  and the impulse response  nh  is called the convolution sum and we 
say the input  nx  is convolved with the impulse response  nh  to yield the output  ny .Since LTI 
systems are characterized by their impulse response  nh , in turn  nh  allows us to determine the output 
 ny  of the system for any given input sequence  nx  by means of the convolution summation,                       

                     knxkhny
k

 




                                  (3) 

 
In general, any LTI system is characterized by the input –output relationship in Equation (3).Moreover the 
convolution summation formula in Equation (3) suggests a means for the realization of the system. In 
case of FIR systems, such a realization involves additions, multiplications and a finite number of memory 
locations. Consequently, a FIR system is readily implemented directly, as implied by the convolution 
summation. LTI systems can also be characterized in the time domain by constant coefficient difference 
equations. The difference equation is a formula for computing an output sample at time  n  based on past 
and present input samples and past output samples. In general a causal LTI difference equation is 
         
             NnyanyanyaMnxbnxbnxbny NM  ....21..........1 2110          

        =    jnyainxb
N

j
j

M

i
i  

 10

                             (4)                                   

 where x  is the input signal, y  is the output signal ,and the constants 

Mibi ......,3,2,1,0,  Niai ,.....,2,1,    are called the  coefficients, integers M and N represent the 
maximum delay in the input and output respectively. The difference equation (4) is often used as a recipe 
for numerical implementation in software and hardware.   
 
 The basic FIR filter is characterized by the following two equations: 
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     knxkhny

N

k






1

0                                         (5) 

            k
N

k
zkhzH 






1

0
                                               (6) 

Where  kh , k=0,1,2,….N-1, are the impulse response coefficients of the filter,  zH  is the transfer 
function of the filter and N is the filter length, that is, the number of filter coefficients. Equation (5) is the 
FIR difference equation .It is a time domain equation and describes the FIR filter in its non recursive form: 
the current output sample,  ny , is a function only of  past and present values of the input ,  nx . When 
FIR filters are implemented in this form that is by direct evaluation of Equation (5) they are always stable. 
Equation (6) is the transfer function of the filter. It provides a means of analyzing the filter that is for 
evaluating the frequency response.  
              
  3.         FILTER BANKS AND MULTIRATE SYSTEMS 
 

To analyze different systems mathematically, it is useful to have some blocks that are common 
among the systems and furthermore ease the analysis process. In the analysis of the multirate systems 
and filter banks, the basic building blocks are the interpolators and decimators that alter the sampling 
frequency at different parts of the system leading to the name “Multirate”. These systems provide new 
and effective tools to represent signals for understanding, processing and compression purposes. 
Multirate algorithms provide high computational efficiency and hence increase the number of potential 
applications. The main advantage of using multirate filter banks is the ability of these systems to separate 
the signal under consideration in the frequency domain into two or more signals or to compose two or 
more different signals into a single signal. When splitting the signal into various frequency bands, the 
signal characteristics are different in each band, and various numbers of bits can be used for coding and 
decoding the sub-signals. In many applications, the processing unit is used for treating the sub-signal in 
order to obtain the desired operation for the output signal of the overall system.  

 
       A filter bank is a collection of filters that are divided in two groups, the analysis filters and the 
synthesis filters. Analysis filters divide the incoming signal into sub-bands, while the synthesis filters 
merge the sub-bands in one signal. When the signal is divided into sub-bands, it is possible to process 
each sub-band separately. The analysis side also includes downsampling while the synthesis side 
includes upsampling. In the simplest form, the down-sampler reduces the input sample rate by an integer 
factor, M, by retaining only every thM  sample. On the other hand, the up-sampler increases the input 
sample rate by an integer factor, M, by inserting M-1 zeros between consecutive samples. Figure (1) 
shows a typical structure of an M channel Filter bank. 
 

                   FIGURE1: M CHANNEL FILTER BANK 

 
                      Analysis                                                             Synthesis 
                                                 Down-sampler                                         Up- sampler          
 
  
 
          
Input                                                                                                                                                              Output 
                               
 X(z)                                                                                                                                                                     Y(z)                                                         
                                            .                                                              .                                                                             
                                            .                                                              .  

H0(z) Processing F0(z)     M      M 

H1(z) Processing F1(z)    M      M 

HM-1(z) Processing FM-1(z)    M       M 
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 4.   DESIGN FORMULATION 

4.1. The thP  Norm and Infinity Norm 

Least  thP  norm provides optimal non linear phase designs that can minimize any norm from 2 (minimum 
error energy) to infinity (minimax / equiripple error) 

The  thP  norm and infinity norm of a n  vector              vv   T
n21,vv   are defined as  

  
pn

i

p

p
v

1

1
iv     








 



 

And    n   i 1for    , v   max      ii 


v . If p is even and the vector components are real numbers, 
then  

 
pn

i

p
ip

vv

1

1
     








 



                            

It is well known that [11] the  thP  norm and the infinity norm are related by  






p

Lim
p

v        v           
                                                   (7)  

To get a sense of how 
pv  approaches


v , we compute for   T 50          . . .  3   2   1   v  

Its thp norm 207.18      
2

v , 58.80      
10

v  ,   50.44     
50

v  ,  49.07      
100

v  

49.02      
200

v   , and of course    49      


v  

For an even p , the  thP  norm is a differentiable function of its components but the infinity norm is not. 

So, when the infinity norm is involved in a (design) problem, one can replace it by thP norm (with p  
even) so that powerful calculus based tools can be used to help solve the altered problem. Obviously, 
with respect to the original design problem the results obtained can only be approximate. However as 
indicated by equation (7), the difference between the approximate and exact solutions become 
insignificant if power of p  is sufficiently large.         

4.2.   Description Of The Design Procedure 

To design a filter that meets the performance needs, such as having the required pass bands, stop 
bands, or transition regions, and is also the optimal solution, the optimal solution filter minimizes a 
measure of the error between the desired frequency response and the actual filter response using the 
least thP  norm algorithm. Consider two filter frequency response curves; 
 wD  -- The response of ideal filter, as defined by signal processing needs and specifications. 

 wH  -- The frequency response of the filter implementation to be selected.  
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In figure (2), the response curves for  wD  and  wH  , both low pass filters are shown. Least thP  

algorithm seeks to make  wH  match  wD  as closely as possible by a given measure of closeness. 
More precisely, we define a weighted error  
 
        wDwHwWwE   

where  wE  is the error between the ideal and actual filter response values and  wW is the weighting 

function. The optimal filter design problem is to determine  wH  that minimizes some measure or norm 

of  wE  given a particular weighting function  wW and a desired response  wD .  wW , the weighting 
function, determines which portions of the actual filter response curve are most important to the filter 
performance, whether pass band response or attenuation in the stop band. Usually, to measure the error 

the pL norm is used. This norm is given by   p
wE



 and this is the quantity to be minimized.  

 
FIGURE 2:    RESPONSE CURVES FOR IDEAL AND ACTUAL LOWPASS FILTERS 

 

 
 
 
Since the minimization in the   norm is complicated, the minimization under the 2 norm is used in the 
design procedure. 2L norm minimizes the energy of the ripples, resulting in a small “total” error and 

attenuates the energy of a signal as much as possible.  The usefulness of the 2L  norm in practice is due 

to the fact that it can easily be found also in the frequency domain (Parseval Theorem). The pL norm is 

computed over a region   that uses a subset of the positive Nyquist interval [0, π].   covers the 
positive Nyquist interval except for certain frequency bands deemed to be "don't care" regions or 
transition bands that are not included in the optimization. The optimal filter design problem is to find the 
filter whose magnitude response,  wH  minimizes 
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          dwwDwHwWwE
p

w

  
                                   (8) 

for a given  , p ,  wW and  wD .   
       
Up to a given tolerance, FIR filter that approximates a rather arbitrary frequency response  wD  in the 

minimax sense can be obtained by minimizing  wE  in equation (8) with a sufficiently large p .  
      
5.      DESIGN EXAMPLES 
 

FIGURE 3 :  BLOCK DIAGRAM USING PTH   NORM FILTER DESIGN 

 
 
 
                                              Analysis filtering 
 
 
           Input  signal 

 

 

 

      Output signal 

                                                                     

                                    Synthesis filtering                                       

Figure 3 shows proposed system used in application for thP   norm filter. A random input signal is 
preprocessed to remove unwanted parameters, then; decimation is used for multirate analysis purpose. 

Then thP    norm filter coefficients are applied to achieve the analysis parts. For reconstruction, using 
inverse filtering and interpolation the input signal is reconstructed to calculate reconstruction error to 
verify the system functionality. 

         The proposed design procedure can be used to design a wide variety of analysis/ synthesis filter 
banks with different structural and performance constraints. The imposition of constraints impacts the 
quality of the resulting overall analysis /synthesis system .The purpose of this section is to illustrate the 
effectiveness of the design procedure through a series of related examples. In all, four examples are 
included – three five band systems and one 16-band system. For comparative purposes, the magnitude 
responses of analysis and synthesis filters are presented. To check the perfect reconstruction quality of 
the designed filter bank the signal- to- reconstruction noise ratio  rSNR which in decibel units is defined 
as 
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was used as a measure of reconstruction performance where  nx  and  nx̂ are the input and output 
signals and k is the system delay. The reconstruction performance is examined by calculating the 
 rSNR  for two types of input signals, namely, a ramp input (8000 samples) and a random input (8000 

samples) which are denoted by 1rSNR and 2rSNR .  
 
1.            Basic Five –Band System 

 
 In the basic five band system example , a simple structure is imposed on the analysis filters of the 
system .In this case , the fourth and fifth filters,  nh4  and  nh5  are defined to be time reversed and 

frequency shifted versions of the second and first analysis filters,  nh2  and  nh1 , respectively. The 
system filters are 55- tap and the system delay is 54 samples .Thus,   
        

     nNhnh n  11 24                                   (10) 

      nNhnh n  11 15                                  (11) 
In this example, the low pass filter for the analysis section 1641.0pw and 2827.0sw  (Normalized 0 

to 1) The second band is a band pass filter with 2345.0
1
pw and 3809.0

2
pw , 1086.0

1
sw and 

5012.0
2
sw .The third band is also a band pass filter with 4334.0

1
pw  and 5782.0

2
pw , 

2998.0
1
sw  and 6910.0

2
sw . The remaining filters in the bank can be obtained by frequency shifts 

and time reversals described in (10) and (11). Similarly, for the synthesis section, the low pass filter has 
1527.0pw and 2944.0sw .   The second band is a band pass filter with 2349.0

1
pw and 

3532.0
2
pw  , 1176.0

1
sw  and 5030.0

2
sw . Similarly, for the third and fourth band, 

4583.0
1
pw and 5533.0

2
pw , 6517.0

1
pw  and 7575.0

2
pw respectively and 

2966.0
1
sw and 7001.0

2
sw , 5097.0

1
sw and 8834.0

2
sw  respectively. The fifth band is a high 

pass filter with 7058.0sw  and 8846.0pw  
Figure(4) shows the frequency response of the analysis and synthesis filters for the resulting five – band 
system . The reconstruction error and signal to noise ratios of the five band systems are presented in 
Table 1. Table 2 contains the coefficients of the first three analysis and synthesis filters.   
 
FIGURE 4(a) Analysis and(b) Synthesis filters of the basic five band system with 55 tap analysis 
and synthesis filters and a system delay of 54 samples(Table 2) 
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2. Low Delay Five –Band System 
 
Due to filtering operations that are performed on the signal passing through the filter bank, a delay 
between the input and the output signals is introduced. In many applications, it is desirable to keep this 
delay as short as possible. In this example, the design system’s flexibility in adjusting the reconstruction 
delay of the system was utilized and the system delay is chosen to be 28 samples. In this system, the 
fourth and fifth band analysis filters were selected to be the frequency shifted versions of the first two 
analysis filters as 
 
     .       nhnh n

24 1                                          (12) 

             nhnh n
15 1                                           (13) 

 
For this example, three minimum phase filters were used as starting point filters since they have been 
found to be good starting point filters for low delay systems. For this case, for the analysis section, the 
first band which is a low pass filter has 1767.0pw  and 2871.0sw . The second and the third band 

pass filters have 4205.0
1
pw and 5752.0

2
pw , 2725.0

1
pw and 3657.0

2
pw respectively 

and 2977.0
1
sw and 6955.0

2
sw , 1059.

1
sw and 5017.0

2
sw respectively. Similarly for the 

synthesis section, the low pass filter has 1832.0pw  and 2940.0sw respectively. The second, third 

and fourth band filters have 
1pw 0.2095 and 3881.0

2
pw ,  5481.0  ,4297.0

21
 pp ww , 

7864.0  ,6128.0
21
 pp ww  respectively and 5036.0   ,1136.0

21
 ss ww ,  

7039.0  ,2990.0
21
 ss ww  8867.0   ,5078.0

21
 ss ww respectively. The fifth band is a high pass 

filter with 7060.0sw 0.7060 and 7996.0pw .Figure (5) shows the frequency response of the 
resulting analysis and synthesis filters .The reconstruction error and signal to noise ratios of this system 
are given in Table 1. Table 3 contains the coefficients of the analysis and synthesis filters.  
 
FIGURE 5: (a) Analysis and (b) Synthesis filters of the low delay five-band system with 55-tap 
filters and a system delay of only 28 samples (Table 3) 
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3.  COSINE MODULATED FIVE –BAND SYSTEM 
 
Cosine modulated filter banks are widely used and known to be highly efficient since each of the analysis 
and synthesis filters can be implemented with the aid of only one prototype filter and a Discrete Cosine 
Transform. In the cosine modulated five band systems, the analysis filters were chosen to be a cosine 

modulated version of a baseband filter. The baseband filter  nh0   had a nominal cutoff of 
10


and the 

analysis filters were defined as 
     

    













 

M
nknhnhk


2
1cos0   k= 1, 2…M                      (14) 

and the synthesis filters were defined as 

     







 






 

M
nn

kngng k
0

0 2
1cos , k= 1, 2…M           (15) 

 
where   ng0  is the baseband synthesis filter and 0n  is an integer whose value depends on the  length 

of the filters and the total system delay. In this example 0n  is 5. Figure (6) shows the frequency response 
of  the analysis and synthesis filters. The reconstruction error and signal to noise ratios of the five band 
systems are presented in Table 1. Table 4 contains the coefficients of the analysis baseband and 
synthesis baseband filters.    
                                                                   
 

FIGURE.6 (a) Analysis and(b)Synthesis  filters of the  system with cosine modulated 55-tap 
analysis  and synthesis filters and a system delay of 54  samples.(n0=5) (Table 4) 
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   4. COSINE MODULATED 16-BAND SYSTEM 
 
To illustrate the possibly of designing large systems, a 16- band example with 96 –tap analysis and 
synthesis filters is designed. This system is also based on cosine modulation and the system delay is 95. 

For this case, the baseband filter has a cut off frequency of 
32


 and 0n  is 1. Figure (7) shows the 

frequency response of the analysis and synthesis filters.. Table 5 contains the coefficients of the analysis 
baseband and synthesis baseband filters. 
   

FIGURE7 (a) Analysis and (b) Synthesis filters of the cosine modulated 16 band systems with 96 
tap filters (Table5) 
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TABLE 1:  Some System Specifications for the Five-Band Systems 
 
 

 Basic System Low Delay Cosine Modulated 
Filter Length          55         55           55 

Reconstruction Error       0.2501        0.1916        0.0022 

1rSNR  
      100dB         97dB         87dB 

2rSNR  
      100dB         97dB         87dB 

System Delay          54                  28               54 
 
Reconstruction error is calculated by considering the 8000 samples. The reconstruction error has also 
been tested with increasing number of samples which is an acceptable range that is minimum. 
 
     
6.             CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper a new least thP  norm approach for FIR filter design is presented which provides optimal non 
linear phase designs that can minimize any norm from 2 (minimum error energy) to infinity (minimax / 
equiripple error). The resulting design procedure is very flexible and allows the direct imposition of many 
combinations of constraints and the realization of many different types of tradeoffs. The necessary 
assumptions and the design procedure for designing the filter have been explained. Four design 
examples have been included to illustrate the design procedure. The criteria used for the designed filter 
keeping in mind the properties of filter design are not violated, that is, in other words we have verified the 
mathematical results with MATLAB tool for filter design and analysis and verified for filter stability using 
the pole-zero plot, and the causality property using the impulse response. However this chapter helps to 
achieve the multirate analysis and synthesis approach which helps its application paradigm. In [2], a time 
domain design algorithm is described for the design of FIR filter bank systems. However, the design 
process involves calculating the pseudo inverse of large matrices, which is time consuming. In the design 
methods proposed here there is no need to calculate inverses of matrices. This leads to improvement in 
the computational efficiency during the implementation of the system. From Table 2.1, it can be seen that 
all the rSNR ratios are over 80 dB, which are good enough for many applications. The tables show the 

filter coefficients and its responses and analysis and synthesis quality is verified with the help of rSNR  

which is good as shown in the result tables. Hence we conclude that the thP norm filter can be used for 
efficient multirate analysis and synthesis purpose.  
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TABLE 2 The Filter Coefficients of the Basic Five-Band System with 55-Tap Filters and 54 Samples 
of Delay 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 nh1   nh2   nh3   ng1   ng2   ng3   ng4   ng5  

 
-0.00028 
 0.00179 
 0.00390 
 0.00659  
 0.00914 
 0.01103 
 0.01094 
 0.00757 
 0.00016 
-0.00947 
-0.01808 
-0.02183 
-0.01849 
-0.00774 
 0.00777 
 0.02318 
 0.03188 
 0.02855 
 0.01153 
-0.01477 
-0.04073 
-0.05390 
-0.04417 
-0.00752 
 0.05103 
 0.11866 
 0.17794 
 0.21289 
 0.21406 
 0.18216 
 0.12732 
 0.06574 
 0.01345 
-0.01870 
-0.02844 
-0.02115 
-0.00692 
 0.00476 
 0.00843 
 0.00447 
-0.00287 
-0.00815 
-0.00819 
-0.00280 
 0.00517 
 0.01206 
 0.01448 
 0.01136 
 0.00410 
-0.00378 
-0.00942 
-0.01155 
-0.01018 
-0.00688 
-0.00227 

 
-0.00086 
-0.00055 
 0.00183 
 0.00274 
-0.00082 
-0.00358 
 0.00156 
 0.01014 
 0.00615 
-0.01356 
-0.02811 
-0.01523 
 0.01479 
 0.02857 
 0.01472 
-0.00049 
 0.00596 
 0.01727 
 0.00247 
-0.02925 
-0.03751 
-0.01337 
-0.00134 
-0.02725 
-0.04110 
 0.02507 
 0.13941 
 0.16984 
 0.03603 
-0.16648 
-0.24591 
-0.12170 
 0.08371 
 0.18187 
 0.11586 
-0.00788 
-0.06179 
-0.03122 
 0.00684 
-0.00116 
-0.02966 
-0.02791 
 0.00770 
 0.03515 
 0.02512 
-0.00636 
-0.02364 
-0.01380 
 0.00586 
 0.01439 
 0.00787 
-0.00149 
-0.00536 
-0.00351 
-0.00102 

 
 0.00079 
-0.00118 
-0.00092 
 0.00271 
-0.00105 
-0.00548 
 0.00570 
 0.00702 
-0.01036 
-0.00318 
 0.00888 
-0.00937 
 0.00483 
 0.02963 
-0.02885 
-0.04936 
 0.05160 
 0.05431 
-0.05419 
-0.03254 
 0.02141 
-0.01495 
 0.04521 
 0.07396 
-0.12571 
-0.12172 
 0.18909 
 0.13991 
-0.20962 
-0.12463 
 0.18139 
 0.08776 
-0.12135 
-0.04759 
 0.05737 
 0.01924 
-0.01320 
-0.00679 
-0.00242 
  0.00462 
-0.00296 
-0.00474 
 0.01424 
 0.00355 
-0.02065 
 0.00003 
 0.01819 
-0.00271 
-0.01124 
 0.00364 
 0.00439 
-0.00235 
-0.00058 
 0.00073 
-0.00007 

 
-0.00052 
-0.00018 
 0.00026 
 0.00114 
 0.00170 
 0.00185 
 0.00089 
-0.00133 
-0.00471 
-0.00769 
-0.00854 
-0.00482 
 0.00425 
 0.01780 
 0.03160 
 0.04008 
 0.03731 
 0.02068 
-0.00759 
-0.03897 
-0.06127 
-0.06168 
-0.03290 
 0.02355 
 0.09609 
 0.16608 
 0.21378 
 0.22604 
 0.20008 
 0.14551 
 0.07977 
 0.02207 
-0.01430 
-0.02511 
-0.01638 
 0.00051 
 0.01355 
 0.01577 
 0.00677 
-0.00817 
-0.02187 
-0.02843 
-0.02616 
-0.01698 
-0.00564 
 0.00370 
 0.00822 
 0.00814 
 0.00490 
 0.00114 
-0.00159 
-0.00246 
-0.00221 
-0.00129 
-0.0004 

 
 0.00000 
 0.00028 
 0.00122 
 0.00227 
 0.00100 
-0.00486 
-0.01216 
-0.01070 
 0.00683 
 0.02996 
 0.03177 
-0.00248 
-0.04680 
-0.04990 
 0.00482 
 0.06295 
 0.04863 
-0.03852 
-0.10023 
-0.04393 
 0.09353 
 0.16398 
 0.07047 
-0.11024 
-0.20118 
-0.11659 
 0.05184 
 0.14821 
 0.11738 
 0.03085 
-0.02625 
-0.04409 
-0.05647 
-0.06624 
-0.04277 
 0.01780 
 0.06977 
 0.06838 
 0.02203 
-0.02229 
-0.03408 
-0.02252 
-0.01036 
-0.00421 
 0.00263 
 0.01141 
 0.01437 
 0.00752 
-0.00269 
-0.00743 
-0.00511 
-0.00070 
 0.00143 
 0.00115 
 0.00033 
 

 
-0.00010 
-0.00004 
 0.00038 
 0.00045 
-0.00048 
-0.00202 
-0.00078 
 0.00588 
 0.00528 
-0.01259 
-0.01407 
 0.02061 
 0.02504 
-0.02538 
-0.03133 
 0.02019 
 0.02284 
 0.00047 
 0.00845 
-0.03668 
-0.06186 
 0.08060 
 0.12452 
-0.11847 
-0.17495 
 0.13660 
 0.19293 
-0.12833 
-0.17042 
 0.09765 
 0.11649 
-0.05704 
-0.05275 
 0.02089 
 0.00201 
 0.00132 
 0.02270 
-0.00828 
-0.02247 
 0.00511 
 0.00843 
 0.00103 
 0.00646 
-0.00516 
-0.01433 
 0.00584 
 0.01426 
-0.00424 
-0.00974 
 0.00218 
 0.00482 
-0.00076 
-0.00163 
 0.00014 
 0.00030 

 
  0.00010 
-0.00025 
-0.00006 
 0.00133 
-0.00253 
 0.00106 
 0.00394 
-0.00835 
 0.00583 
 0.00394 
-0.01223 
 0.01049 
-0.00160 
-0.00368 
 0.00247 
-0.00408 
 0.01345 
-0.01819 
 0.00454 
 0.01689 
-0.01957 
 0.00151 
 0.00285 
 0.02791 
-0.05354 
 0.00961 
 0.09474 
-0.15167 
 0.06661 
 0.11155 
-0.21520 
 0.13380 
 0.05910 
-0.18239 
  0.13937 
-0.00361 
-0.08522 
 0.07329 
-0.01874 
-0.00653 
-0.00205 
 0.00436 
 0.01580 
-0.03299 
 0.02229 
 0.00656 
-0.02450 
 0.01864 
-0.00160 
-0.00862 
 0.00741 
-0.00183 
-0.00129 
 0.00125 
-0.00037 
 

 
  0.00005 
 -0.00024 
  0.00055 
 -0.00101 
  0.00170 
 -0.00247 
  0.00326 
 -0.00369 
  0.00356 
 -0.00272 
  0.00156 
 -0.00104 
  0.00257 
 -0.00736 
  0.01545 
 -0.02508 
  0.03271 
 -0.03438 
  0.02746 
 -0.01300 
 -0.00362 
  0.01358 
 -0.00763 
 -0.01982 
  0.06735 
 -0.12526 
  0.17803 
 -0.20941 
  0.20817 
 -0.17275 
  0.11195 
 -0.04200 
 -0.01935 
  0.05876 
 -0.07151 
  0.06177 
 -0.03975 
  0.01688 
 -0.00145 
 -0.00359 
  0.00036 
  0.00620 
 -0.01126 
  0.01207 
 -0.00874 
  0.00331 
  0.00169 
 -0.00466 
  0.00521 
 -0.00403 
  0.00224 
 -0.00084 
  0.00001 
  0.00021 
 -0.00017 
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TABLE 3 The Filter Coefficients of The Low Delay Five-Band System With 55-Tap Filters and 28 
Samples of delay. 

 
 nh1   nh2   nh3   ng1   ng2   ng3   ng4   ng5  

 
 0.00190 
 0.00805 
 0.02201 
 0.04667 
 0.08248 
 0.12562 
 0.16758 
 0.19663 
 0.20140 
 0.17545 
 0.12082 
 0.04894 
-0.02218 
-0.07379 
-0.09309 
-0.07808 
-0.03834 
 0.00875 
 0.04494 
 0.05810 
 0.04643 
 0.01818 
-0.01276 
-0.03333 
-0.03663 
-0.02406 
-0.00359 
 0.01468 
 0.02329 
 0.02027 
 0.00915 
-0.00364 
-0.01216 
-0.01354 
-0.00873 
-0.00125 
 0.00491 
 0.00736 
 0.00594 
 0.00233 
-0.00125 
-0.00319 
-0.00312 
-0.00171 
-0.00007 
 0.00093 
 0.00109 
 0.00065 
 0.00007 
-0.00027 
-0.00026 
-0.00009 
 0.00001 
 0.00002 
 0.00000 

 
  0.00175 
  0.00636 
  0.00711 
 -0.00836 
 -0.03651 
-0.04130 
  0.01352 
  0.09908 
  0.11600 
  0.00115 
 -0.16195 
 -0.19730 
 -0.03783 
  0.16834 
  0.21061 
  0.06019 
 -0.10421 
 -0.12269 
 -0.03228 
  0.02299 
 -0.00250 
 -0.02436 
  0.01781 
  0.06859 
  0.05075 
 -0.01659 
 -0.05152 
 -0.02693 
  0.00619 
  0.00536 
 -0.00956 
 -0.00322 
  0.01748 
  0.02099 
  0.00249 
 -0.01291 
 -0.00987 
  0.00017 
  0.00222 
 -0.00171 
 -0.00197 
  0.00214 
  0.00410 
  0.00154 
 -0.00153 
 -0.00186 
 -0.00051 
  0.00030 
  0.00028 
  0.00009 
  0.00001 
  0.00000 
  0.00000 
  0.00000 
  0.00000 

 
  0.00298 
-0.00027 
-0.01557 
 0.00110 
 0.04663 
-0.00236 
-0.10054 
 0.00325 
 0.16916 
-0.00270 
-0.22931 
 0.00033 
 0.25098 
 0.00270 
-0.21455 
-0.00423 
 0.12603 
 0.00266 
-0.01833 
 0.00140 
-0.06507 
-0.00533 
 0.09451 
 0.00627 
-0.07012 
-0.00344 
 0.01878 
-0.00114 
 0.02513 
 0.00436 
-0.04069 
-0.00436 
 0.02905 
 0.00177 
-0.00648 
 0.00111 
-0.01013 
-0.00235 
 0.01388 
 0.00173 
-0.00832 
-0.00033 
 0.00113 
-0.00059 
 0.00270 
 0.00065 
-0.00273 
-0.00027 
 0.00125 
-0.00007 
-0.00012 
 0.00007 
-0.00011 
 0.00000 
 0.00003 

 
 0.00108 
-0.00425 
-0.00857 
-0.01285 
-0.01696 
-0.01997 
-0.01769 
-0.00791 
 0.01025 
 0.03269 
 0.05290 
 0.06150 
 0.05264 
 0.02592 
-0.00902 
-0.03698 
-0.04068 
-0.01070 
 0.05124 
 0.12888 
 0.19858 
 0.23596 
 0.22803 
 0.17663 
 0.09989 
 0.02243 
-0.03282 
-0.05565 
-0.04901 
-0.02759 
-0.00749 
-0.00053 
-0.00765 
-0.02217 
-0.03265 
-0.03149 
-0.01677 
 0.00518 
 0.02570 
 0.03633 
 0.03478 
 0.02326 
 0.00857 
-0.00362 
-0.00921 
-0.00877 
-0.00432 
 0.00021 
 0.00300 
 0.00250 
-0.00011 
-0.00327 
-0.00356 
-0.00221 
-0.00110 

 
-0.00295 
-0.00587 
-0.00062 
 0.01766 
 0.03382 
 0.01981 
-0.02759 
-0.06528 
-0.04579 
 0.01418 
 0.03997 
 0.00076 
-0.02992 
 0.03148 
 0.13803 
 0.13578 
-0.03700 
-0.23274 
-0.24357 
-0.04667 
 0.16439 
 0.20420 
 0.08849 
-0.02783 
-0.05216 
-0.02717 
-0.02377 
-0.03777 
-0.02607 
 0.00866 
 0.02090 
-0.00167 
-0.01830 
 0.00277 
 0.03647 
 0.03866 
 0.00634 
-0.02202 
-0.02161 
-0.00721 
-0.00332 
-0.00814 
-0.00540 
 0.00639 
 0.01167 
 0.00452 
-0.00354 
-0.00197 
 0.00377 
 0.00402 
-0.00163 
-0.00511 
-0.00304 
 0.00049 
 0.00116 

 
   0.00071 
 -0.00031 
 -0.00351 
  0.00128 
  0.00910 
 -0.00289 
 -0.01487 
  0.00425 
  0.01294 
 -0.00358 
  0.00799 
 -0.00058 
 -0.05575 
  0.00793 
  0.12590 
 -0.01553 
 -0.19814 
  0.01909 
  0.24294 
 -0.01575 
 -0.23694 
  0.00657 
  0.17779 
  0.00362 
 -0.08784 
 -0.00917 
  0.00281 
  0.00740 
  0.04763 
 -0.00047 
 -0.05475 
 -0.00638 
  0.03167 
  0.00862 
 -0.00170 
 -0.00545 
 -0.01685 
 -0.00027 
  0.01891 
  0.00463 
 -0.01062 
 -0.00546 
  0.00130 
  0.00337 
  0.00343 
 -0.00053 
 -0.00344 
 -0.00121 
  0.00150 
  0.00145 
 -0.00001 
 -0.00087 
 -0.00037 
  0.00026 
  0.00019 
 

 
  -0.00528 
    0.01147 
  -0.00038 
  -0.03232 
   0.05183 
  -0.01530 
  -0.06317 
   0.09787 
 -0.03482 
 -0.06085 
   0.06944 
   0.01323 
 -0.05356 
 -0.03852 
  0.15406 
 -0.11062 
 -0.09645 
  0.25329 
 -0.18569 
 -0.03318 
  0.18176 
 -0.15755 
  0.04920 
  0.02143 
 -0.04292 
  0.05808 
 -0.06377 
  0.02454 
  0.03697 
 -0.05407 
  0.00793 
  0.03844 
 -0.02994 
 -0.01417 
  0.03533 
 -0.01968 
 -0.00183 
  0.00618 
 -0.00628 
   0.01243 
  -0.01463 
   0.00156 
   0.01269 
  -0.01172 
  -0.00211 
   0.01015 
 -0.00667 
 -0.00113 
  0.00443 
 -0.00581 
  0.00588 
 -0.00356 
 -0.00209 
  0.00589 
 -0.00424 
 

 
   0.00179 
  -0.00658 
   0.01183 
  -0.01701 
   0.01976 
 -0.01840 
  0.01430 
 -0.01019 
  0.01057 
 -0.01710 
  0.02867 
 -0.03816 
  0.03837 
 -0.02398 
 -0.00079 
  0.02516 
 -0.03228 
  0.01022 
  0.04443 
 -0.11931 
  0.19249 
 -0.23710 
  0.23595 
 -0.18621 
  0.10473 
 -0.01769 
 -0.04708 
  0.07500 
 -0.06607 
  0.03616 
 -0.00470 
 -0.01138 
  0.00793 
  0.00990 
 -0.02900 
  0.03935 
 -0.03582 
  0.02298 
 -0.00781 
 -0.00157 
  0.00358 
  0.00044 
 -0.00483 
  0.00656 
 -0.00344 
 -0.00198 
   0.00751 
 -0.00936 
   0.00783 
 -0.00393 
   0.00148 
 -0.00033 
  0.00024 
 -0.00110 
  0.00154 
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TABLE IV                                                                              TABLE V 
The Filter Coefficients of the Cosine                               The Filter Coefficients of The Baseband  
Modulated Five Band System                                       Analysis and Synthesis of the 16-Band   
with 55-tap filters and 54 samples of                               Cosine Modulated System with 96-Tap  
delay ( 50 n  )                                                          filters.  10 n                                   

                                                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

    
   

 nh0   ng0  

                       
    0.0002 
    0.0007 
   -0.0003 
    0.0006 
    0.0012 
    0.0012 
    0.0013 
    0.0032 
    0.0026 
    0.0007 
   -0.0010 
   -0.0034 
   -0.0084 
   -0.0118 
   -0.0149 
   -0.0156 
   -0.0132 
   -0.0082 
    0.0002 
    0.0111 
    0.0285 
    0.0468 
    0.0652 
    0.0827 
    0.0970 
    0.1075 
    0.1123 
    0.1114 
    0.1056 
    0.0943 
    0.0789 
    0.0615 
    0.0438 
    0.0264 
    0.0114 
   -0.0001 
   -0.0077 
   -0.0122 
   -0.0138 
   -0.0117 
   -0.0099 
   -0.0066 
   -0.0028 
   -0.0008 
    0.0012 
    0.0020 
    0.0023 
    0.0011 
    0.0009 
    0.0008 
    0.0005 
   -0.0001 
    0.0005 
    0.0002 
    0.0004 

 
   -0.0011 
   -0.0011 
   -0.0012 
   -0.0016 
   -0.0017 
   -0.0011 
    0.0004 
    0.0029 
    0.0066 
    0.0115 
    0.0175 
    0.0242 
    0.0310 
    0.0365 
    0.0398 
    0.0396 
    0.0344 
    0.0239 
    0.0070 
   -0.0157 
   -0.0439 
   -0.0760 
   -0.1101 
   -0.1437 
   -0.1743 
   -0.1991 
   -0.2162 
   -0.2241 
   -0.2219 
   -0.2099 
   -0.1896 
   -0.1629 
   -0.1320 
   -0.1002 
   -0.0697 
   -0.0426 
   -0.0209 
   -0.0051 
    0.0047 
    0.0092 
    0.0093 
    0.0064 
    0.0020 
   -0.0027 
   -0.0069 
   -0.0093 
   -0.0104 
   -0.0100 
   -0.0086 
   -0.0068 
   -0.0049 
   -0.0031 
   -0.0016 
   -0.0005 
   -0.0005     

 nh0  
  ng0  

 

 
  0.00020 
  0.00034 
  0.00051 
  0.00071 
  0.00094 
  0.00121 
  0.00151 
  0.00185 
  0.00221 
  0.00260 
  0.00301 
  0.00344 
  0.00388 
  0.00432 
  0.00475 
  0.00516 
  0.00554 
  0.00587 
  0.00615 
  0.00636 
  0.00649 
  0.00652 
  0.00645 
  0.00626 
  0.00594 
  0.00549 
  0.00490 
  0.00415 
  0.00326 
  0.00221 
  0.00102 
 -0.00032 
 -0.00181 
 -0.00343 
 -0.00517 
 -0.00703 
 -0.00897 
 -0.01100 
 -0.01309 
 -0.01521 
 -0.01735 
 -0.01949 
 -0.02159 
 -0.02364 
 -0.02562 
 -0.02750 
 -0.02925 
 -0.03087 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 -0.03234 
 -0.03363 
 -0.03473 
 -0.03563 
 -0.03632 
 -0.03680 
 -0.03706 
 -0.03710 
 -0.03693 
 -0.03655 
 -0.03597 
 -0.03520 
 -0.03425 
 -0.03313 
 -0.03187 
 -0.03048 
 -0.02899 
 -0.02740 
 -0.02574 
 -0.02403 
 -0.02230 
 -0.02055 
 -0.01881 
 -0.01710 
 -0.01543 
 -0.01381 
 -0.01226 
 -0.01079 
 -0.00941 
 -0.00812 
 -0.00694 
 -0.00585 
 -0.00488 
 -0.00400 
 -0.00323 
 -0.00255 
 -0.00197 
 -0.00148 
 -0.00107 
 -0.00074 
 -0.00047 
 -0.00026 
 -0.00011 
 -0.00000 
  0.00007 
  0.00011 
  0.00013 
  0.00013 

 
   0.00010 
   0.00025 
   0.00032 
   0.00050 
   0.00073 
   0.00107 
   0.00135 
   0.00178 
   0.00226 
   0.00282 
   0.00364 
   0.00456 
   0.00569 
   0.00681 
   0.00835 
   0.00992 
   0.01190 
   0.01405 
   0.01637 
   0.01893 
   0.02176 
   0.02479 
   0.02795 
   0.03123 
   0.03480 
   0.03858 
   0.04232 
   0.04611 
   0.05009 
   0.05385 
   0.05762 
   0.06136 
   0.06480 
   0.06809 
   0.07102 
   0.07358 
   0.07580 
   0.07753 
   0.07891 
   0.07976 
   0.08005 
   0.07973 
   0.07892 
   0.07758 
   0.07574 
   0.07327 
   0.07032 
   0.06690 

 
  0.06316 
  0.05892 
  0.05445 
  0.04951 
  0.04462 
  0.03949 
  0.03438 
  0.02911 
  0.02404 
  0.01901 
  0.01435 
  0.00977 
  0.00556 
  0.00152 
 -0.00209 
 -0.00524 
-0.00792 
 -0.01031 
 -0.01229 
 -0.01387 
 -0.01496 
 -0.01573 
 -0.01612 
 -0.01624 
 -0.01608 
 -0.01576 
 -0.01504 
-0.01428 
-0.01337 
-0.01235 
-0.01116 
-0.01005 
 -0.00888 
 -0.00777 
 -0.00662 
 -0.00566 
 -0.00471 
-0.00380 
 -0.00319 
 -0.00255 
 -0.00198 
 -0.00153 
 -0.00108 
 -0.00070 
 -0.00045 
 -0.00024 
 -0.00000 
  0.00012 
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Abstract 

 
This paper proposes a hybrid method to calculate the maximum entropy 
(MaxEnt) density subject to known moment constraints, which combines the 
linear equation (LE) method and Newton’s method together. The new approach 
is more computationally efficient than ordinary Newton’s method as it usually 
takes fewer Newton iterations to reach the final solution. Compared with the 
simple LE method, the hybrid algorithm will produce a more accurate solution. 
Numerical examples confirm the excellent performance of the proposed method. 
 
Keywords: Maximum entropy principle (MEP), maximum entropy density, Lagrange multiplier, Newton’s 
method, hybrid algorithm. 
 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The maximum entropy (MaxEnt) density is obtained by maximizing an entropy measure subject to 
known moment constraints. The underlying theoretical basis of the MaxEnt density is Jaynes’ 
Maximum Entropy Principle (MEP), which states that among all the distributions that satisfy 
certain constraints (say the moment constraints), one should choose the distribution that 
maximizes the entropy [1, 2, 3]. The distribution determined by MEP fits the known data without 
committing extensively to unseen data.   
 
The MaxEnt density provides flexible and powerful tool for density approximation and estimation 
since it nests a wide range of statistical distributions as special cases, yet, according to the MEP, 
it yields the most uniform (unbiased) density estimation conditioned on the available a priori 
knowledge. In fact, most known distributions can be regarded as the MaxEnt distribution with 
certain moment constrains [2]. The MaxEnt density has found applications in many areas (see [2] 
for typical examples). 
 
The computation of the MaxEnt density, however, is not an easy task. This is in part, because 
that the maximization of the entropy is usually achieved through the use of Lagrange multipliers 
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whose numerical solution requires involved nonlinear optimization. Most existing approaches 
adopt the iterative Newton’s method [4-7]. The Newton’s method is too computationally 
demanding and is sensitive to the choice of the initial values. To reduce the computational 
complexity, Erdogmus et al. [8] have proposed a simple method to compute the Lagrange 
multipliers by solving a set of linear equations (LE). The main drawback of Erdogmus’ LE method 
is its poor accuracy. In [9], an efficient numerical approximation of the MaxEnt density has been 
proposed by Balestrino et al. This method, however, does not compute the exact maximum 
entropy density (i.e. generalized exponential family).   
 
In this work, we propose a hybrid approach to compute the MaxEnt density, which combines 
together LE and Newton’s methods. The new approach is more computationally efficient than 
standard Newton’s method while produces more accurate solution than LE method. The 
organization of the paper is as follows. In section II, the MaxEnt densities and some theoretical 
background are briefly described. In section III some existing algorithms for computing the 
MaxEnt density are reviewed, and a hybrid method is proposed. In section IV, numerical 
examples are presented to demonstrate the efficiency of the new approach. Finally, section V 
gives the conclusion.  
 

2. MAXIMUM ENTROPY DENSITIES 
  
This section gives some theoretical background about the maximum entropy (MaxEnt) densities. 
The entropy definition in this work is the Shannon’s information entropy, which is given by [1]  

     logSH p p x p x dx                                                         (1) 

where  p x is the probability density function (PDF) of a random variable X . Shannon’s entropy 

measures the uncertainty (or dispersion) contained in  p x .   
 
In general, the MaxEnt density is obtained by maximizing the entropy (1) subject to certain 
moment constraints. Specifically, we have to solve the constrained non-linear optimization 
problem:  

     max log

( ) 1
s.t. 

( ) ( ) ,   1, 2, ,

Sp

k k

H p p x p x dx

p x dx

g x p x dx k K

  

    
  



 

                                             (2) 

where ( ) 1p x dx  is the normalization constraint, ( ) ( )k kg x p x dx  ( 1, 2, ,k K  ) are 

the K moment constraints, with known functions ( )kg x and known real constants k . Usually the 

moment constraints take the form ( ( ) k
kg x x ) 

( ) ,   1, 2, ,k
kx p x dx k K                                                      (3) 

which are the so called arithmetic moment (or power moment) constraints.  
 
By Lagrange’s method and the calculus of variation, we can easily derive the analytical solution of 
the optimization (2), which is expressed as [2]  

   0
1

exp
K

MaxEnt k k
k

p x g x 


 
   

 
                                                   (4) 

where 0 , 1 ,…, K are the Lagrange multipliers that satisfy  
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The existence and uniqueness of the MaxEnt density is not guaranteed when arbitrary 
combinations of moments are used as the side conditions. For the Hausdorff moment problem in 
which the PDF is defined over 0,1 , and the moment constraints are restricted to the arithmetic 
moments, a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence and uniqueness of the MaxEnt 
density is as follows [10]   
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k
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 , 0,1,2,m                                                       (6) 

The above condition is not restrictive as it is satisfied by almost all the PDF defined over 0,1 .  In 
[6], it is shown that the arithmetic sample moments for any finite sample always satisfy this 
condition. 
 
Another important problem involved in MaxEnt density is the convergence problem. Let  0p x be 

a nonnegative function integrable in 0,1 whose arithmetic moments are 0 1, ,  , and let  Kp x , 

1,2,K   be the MaxEnt density sequence associated with the same moments, then [10] 

       
1 1

00 0
lim KK

F x p x dx F x p x dx


                                                    (7) 

where  F x is some continuous function in 0,1 . This convergence result suggests that for any 
finite sample, the MaxEnt density can be used to approximate the underlying distribution 
arbitrarily well provided that the sample size is large enough to allow precise estimates of the 
moments.  
 

3.  A HYBRID ALGORITHM TO COMPUTING THE MAXIMUM ENTROPY 
DENSITIES 

  
To compute a MaxEnt density MaxEntp , we have to determine the Lagrange multipliers 0 , 1 ,…, 

K  by solving the non-linear system of 1K  equations (5).  One may use the familiar Newton’s 
method which solves the Lagrange multipliers by iteratively updating [4-6] 

1
1t t


    H                                                                       (8) 

where  1, , T
K   denotes the Lagrange multipliers vector, 0

1

K

k k
k

  


 
    

 
 is the dual 

objective function,   and H are the gradient and Hessian that take the form 
( , 1, 2, ,i j K  ) 
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where 
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The Newton’s method described above is straightforward but has at least two disadvantages: (1) 
it is computationally expensive due to a lot of numerical integrals involved, (2) it is sensitive to the 
choice of the initial values ( 0 ) and only works for a limited set of moment constraints1. Wu 
proposed in [6] a sequential updating method (sequential Newton’s method) to calculate the 
MaxEnt density, which increases the chance of converging to the optimum solution but is still 
computationally costly.    
 
In order to reduce the computational burden for computing the MaxEnt density, Erdogmus et al. 
[8] proposed an approximate approach to calculate the Lagrange multipliers by solving a linear 
system of equations. Specifically, let 0i   , we have 

   0
1

exp
K

i i k k
k

g x g x dx  


 
   

 
                                              (11) 

Applying the integrating by parts method and assuming the function    k kG x g x dx  

satisfies     0kG x p x



 , it follows that 

   
1 1

K K

i j p i j j ij
j j

G x g x   
 

    E                                           (12) 

where    ij p i jG x g x    E , pE denotes the expectation operator over  p x . Thus the 

Lagrange multipliers can be expressed as the solution of a linear system of equations, that is  
1                                                                         (13) 

where  1, , T
K   , ij    .   

 
In this work we refer to (13) as the linear equations (LE) method for solving the Lagrange 
multipliers of MaxEnt density. It should be noted that in practical applications, one may obtain 
only approximate solution of (13). In fact, as the expectation in ij is over the maximum entropy 

                                                
1 For this disadvantage, Ormoneit and White [5] suggested two possible reasons: (a) numerical errors may build up during the 

updating process; (b) near-singularity of the Hessian may occur for a large range of  space.        
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distribution which is unknown (to be solved), we have to approximate it using the sample mean 
from actual data distribution:  

   
1

1ˆ
L

ij i l j l
l

G x g x
L




                                                          (14) 

Therefore, the LE method may produce a solution with less accuracy although it is very 
computationally simple.  
  
Now we propose a more efficient hybrid method for computing the MaxEnt density, which 
combines the previous two methods (Newton’s and the LE). Specifically, the hybrid method 
consists of two steps: 

Step 1: use the simple LE method to calculate an approximate solution   ( 1ˆ    ) for 
the Lagrange multipliers .  
 
Step 2: apply Newton’s method to search a more accurate solution, with the estimated 
Lagrange multipliers  as the initial values for iteration.  

 
The obvious advantages of the proposed approach over previous methods are as follows: 
(i) More computationally efficient than the standard Newton’s method: As the estimated 
Lagrange multipliers are close to the optimum values, it takes only few (usually one or two) 
Newton iterations to reach the final solution.     
(ii) No choice of the initial values: In the hybrid method, the initial values for Newton’s 
iteration are not chosen randomly but instead, are calculated by the LE method. Then there is no 
problem such as sensitivity to the choice of the initial values and not converging to the optimum 
solution. 
(iii) More accurate than the LE method: Due to the refinements by Newton’s method, the 
new approach will produce more accurate solution than the simple LE method.  
 
The hybrid algorithm can be interpreted as a Newton’s method for computing the minimum cross-
entropy 2 (MinxEnt) density [2]. The MinxEnt density is obtained by minimizing the cross-entropy 
between  p x  and an a priori density  q x , subject to the same moment constraints on  p x . 
This yields the following optimization:          
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                                             (15) 

where  KLD p q denotes the cross-entropy (or Kullback-Leibler information divergence, KLID). 

For the case in which the a priori distribution is a uniform distribution, the MinxEnt density will 
reduce to the MaxEnt density. The analytical solution for optimization (15) takes the form [2] 
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                                                (16) 

If the a priori density  q x is chosen as the MaxEnt density produced by the LE method, we have 
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1

exp
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k k
k

q x g x 


 
   

 
                                                       (17) 

                                                
2 The cross-entropy is also named the Kullback entropy, relative entropy, discrimination information, directed divergence, or the 

Kullback-Leibler information divergence (KLID).   
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where 1ˆ    . And hence 
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where i i i     , 0,1, ,i K  . In this case, the parameters i can be solved by Newton’s 

method with initial values 0    , that is  
1

1t t
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0

ˆ                                                       (19) 

where 0
1

K

k k
k

  


     
 
 is the dual objective function. This is actually the proposed hybrid 

algorithm (i.e. Newton’s method with initial values calculated by the LE method).   
 

4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
 
This section presents numerical examples to demonstrate the efficiency of the hybrid algorithm 
for computing the MaxEnt density estimates.  Consider the case in which the sample data is 
generated from a mixed-Gaussian distribution with two peaks located at 1 . Fig. 1 plots the 
empirical density (histogram) of 5000 samples generated.     
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FIGURE 1: Empirical density of data sample obtained from a mixed-Gaussian distribution with peaks located 
at 1 .  

. 
From the sample, the first eight empirical power moments ( ( ) , 1, 2, ,8k

kg x x k   ) have been 

calculated, and used as the known constants, k , in computing the MaxEnt density. Fig. 2 
illustrates a comparison among LE, Newton and hybrid (LE+Newton) algorithms. In Fig. 2, the 
number N stands for the total number of Newton iterations. The initial values of Newton’s method 

are set as parameters of the standard Gaussian distribution ( 0 log 2  , 2 0.5  , 

1 3 4 8 0        ). From Fig. 2, it is evident that the hybrid algorithm converges much 
faster than ordinary Newton’s method and achieves better accuracy than LE method in density 
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estimation. Note that the hybrid algorithm takes just one Newton iteration to approach the final 
solution. To further compare the convergence performance between Newton’s and hybrid 
methods, we plot in Fig. 3 the Kullback-Leibler information divergence (KLID) between the 
estimated and final MaxEnt density.     
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FIGURE 2: MaxEnt density estimates from the data reported in Fig.1.  
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FIGURE 3: Convergence performance of LE+Newton and standard Newton’s method.  

 
Consider another set of sample data which are generated from mixed-Gaussian distribution with 
peaks located at 2  (see Fig. 4 for the empirical density). In this case, Newton’s method fails to 
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converge. However, the LE and hybrid methods still work. As shown in Fig. 5, the hybrid 
algorithm takes only one Newton iteration to reach the final solution and again, achieves better 
results than LE method.  
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FIGURE 4: Empirical density of data sample obtained from a mixed-Gaussian distribution with peaks located 
at 2 .  
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FIGURE 5: MaxEnt density estimates from the data reported in Fig.4.  
  

5. CONCLUSION 
 
A hybrid approach has been proposed to compute the MaxEnt density, which combines the linear 
equation (LE) method and Newton’s method together. First, a rough solution is calculated by the 
simple LE method. Afterward, a more precise solution is obtained by Newton’s method with the 
rough solution as starting values. The advantages of the proposed approach over standard 
Newton’s method are: (i) increased computational efficiency (faster convergence), (ii) no need for 
the choice of initial values, (iii) higher numerical stability (converging to the optimum solution). 
The efficiency of the hybrid algorithm has been confirmed by numerical examples.         
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Abstract 

 
Most of approaches for recognition and classification of modulation have been 
founded on modulated signal’s components. In this paper, we develop an 
algorithm using fuzzy clustering and consequently hierarchical clustering 
algorithms considering the constellation of the received signal to identify the 
modulation types of the communication signals automatically. The simulation that 
has been conducted shows high capability of this method for recognition of 
modulation levels in the presence of noise and also, this method is applicable to 
digital modulations of arbitrary size and dimensionality. In addition this 
classification finds the decision boundary of the signal which is critical information 
for bit detection. 
 
Keywords: Fuzzy C-means, AMR, Modulation Classification, Hierarchical Clustering. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Modulation classification (MC) is an important subject in both military and commercial 
communication applications. This is a challenging problem, especially in non-cooperative 
environments, where no prior knowledge on the incoming signal is available. The aim of 
modulation classification (MC) [1-5] is to identify the modulation type [6] of a Communication 
signal. It plays an important role in many communication applications such as software radio, 
intelligent modem, and electronic surveillance system [7].  
 
In many military communication situations such as reconnaissance, surveillance and electronic 
warfare, an indispensable step is to classify automatically the modulation types of the received 
signals. Automatic modulation recognition plays an important role in civil fields such as 
interference identification and spectrum management.  
 
Modulation recognition is an intermediate step on the path to full message recovery. As such, it 
lies somewhere between low level energy detection and a full fledged demodulation. Therefore, 
correct recovery of the message per se is not an objective, or even a requirement [8, 9]. The 
existing methods for modulation classification span four main approaches. Statistical pattern 
recognition, decision theoretic (Maximum Likelihood), M-th law non-linearity and filtering and ad 
hoc [10, 11].  
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 Early on it was recognized that modulation classification is, first and foremost, a classification 
problem well suited to pattern recognition algorithms. A successful statistical classification 
requires the right set of features extracted from the unknown signal. There have been many 
attempts to extract such optimal feature. Histograms derived from functions like amplitude, 
instantaneous phase, frequency or combinations of the above have been used as feature vectors 
for classification, Jondral [12], Dominguez et al. [13], Liedtke [14]. Also of interest is the work of 
Aisbett [15] which considers cases with very poor SNR. 
 
The current state of the art in modulation classification is the decision theoretic approach using 
appropriate likelihood functional or approximations thereof. Polydoros and Kim [16] derive a 
quasi-log-likelihood functional for classification between BPSK and QPSK modulations. In a later 
publication, Huang and Polydoros [17] introduce a more general likelihood functional to classify 
among arbitrary MPSK signals. They point out that the S-classifier of Liedtke, based on an ad hoc 
phase-difference histogram, can be realized as a noncoherent, synchronous version of their 
qLLR. Statistical Moment-Based Classifier (SMBC) of Solimon and Hsue [18] are also identified 
as special coherent version of qLLR. Wei and Mendel [19] formulate another likelihood-based 
approach to modulation classification that is not limited to any particular modulation class. Their 
approach is the closest to a constellation-based modulation classification advocated here 
although they have not made it the central thesis of their work. Carrier phase and clock recovery 
issues are also not addressed. Chugg et al [20] use an approximation of log-ALF to handle more 
than two modulations and apply it to classification between OQPSK/BPSK/QPSK. Lin and Kuo 
[21] propose a sequential probability ratio test in the context of hypothesis testing to classify 
among several QAM signals. Their approach is novel in the sense that new data continuously 
updates the evidence. 
 
Past work on modulation recognition has primarily used signal properties in time and/or frequency 
domain to identify the underlying modulation. One of the typical analysis methods for the 
modulated signal is the extraction of In-Phase  I  and Quad-Phase  Q  components. According 
to these components, we can see the signal as a vector in the I Q  plane which is referred to as 
the constellation diagram. With the use of modulated signal constellation, modulation 
classification can be investigated as pattern recognition problem and well known pattern 
recognition algorithms can be used. For example in a recent publication Ahmadi and Berangi [22] 
introduce a method to classify modulation by using Genetic Algorithm and template matching 
Based on constellation diagram.  
 
 
2. CLASSIFICATION OF QAM AND PSK MODULATIONS USING FUZZY 
CLUSTERING 
As mentioned, constellation diagram, which consists of In-phase and Quad-phase components, 
can be used for modulation classification. Since the constellation is symmetric with respect to its 
axes, in order to reduce complexity, we can map all the received symbols into the first quadrant in 
the constellation diagram. After obtaining number and location of clusters in the first quadrant, 
centroids of the clusters could be extended to the whole constellation, symmetrically. 
  
The proposed technique has been designed so that it would be capable of recognizing the types:  
4-PSK, 8-PSK, 16-PSK, 4-QAM, 16-QAM and 64-QAM. So the initial number of clusters has been 
set to 16 in the first quadrant. This technique consists of two stages of FCM (Fuzzy C-means) 
clustering and post processing. Therefore the initial clusters can be defined as a vector of 16 
elements in which, each element is a point in the first constellation quadrant. Initial value of 
centroids of the clusters is used for obtaining initial elements of the membership matrix. In order 
to reduce processing, calculation is done in the first quadrant, absolute value of signal’s I Q  
components is calculated and stored in a 2D matrix and used in the future processing. 
 
2.1. An Overview of Fuzzy C-mans Algorithm 
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   Fuzzy C-means algorithm executed as follows [23, 24, and 25]: 

 Initial membership matrix constructed according to equation (1).  
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where m is the Fuzzy exponent, ix  are the input symbols and jc  denote the centroids. 

2.   New centroids shall be calculated using membership function as equation (2).  
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Values of the old membership matrix are stored for the future comparisons. 

 

3. New membership matrix is calculated using equation (1) and the objective function is 
calculated using equation (3).  
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(3) 

In fact the aim of clustering is assigning symbols to clusters so that the value of the objective 
function is minimized. The algorithm convergence and termination condition are evaluated as 
equation (4).  

    1max k k
ij ij iju u     (4) 

If the above condition is satisfied or the number of iterations reaches its end, then the algorithm is 
terminated, otherwise it returns to the step 2. Through this stage the number of centroids is 
constant. Hence to reduce the number of centroids, a post-processing step is necessary. 

 
 
2.2. Post-Processing Stage 
In this stage the centroids resulted from fuzzy clustering have been merged such that they result 
in the actual number and the location of centroids. The number of clusters in one quadrant could 
be 1, 2, 4, 8 or 16. The foundation of this step is based on hierarchical clustering [26]. Therefore, 
upon the completion of the fuzzy algorithm when centroids are obtained naturally, we use 
hierarchical clustering. To do this, first we calculate the Euclidean distance of the clusters pair-
wise and construct the hierarchical tree. After constructing the tree, all the possibilities of the 
merged centroids are calculated based on the number of the centroids. For each possibility the 
fitness value of the merged centroids with signal’s symbols is calculated. This fitness value is 
calculated using hard C-means clustering [26]. Since clustering is performed to assign symbols to 
clusters, in a sense that the objective function (fitness value) is minimized. The number of 
optimum clusters corresponds to the objective function that is minimum between all possibilities. 
 
It must be mentioned that, since the value of the objective function increases naturally as the 
number of clusters increases, which in turn causes an error in recognition of the actual number of 
cluster, the value of the objective function is multiplied by a weight proportional to the number of 
clusters to prevent producing error. 
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After multiplication of the weights, the number of clusters corresponding to the objective function 
with minimum value is chosen as the final number of cluster. After the final clusters on the first 
quadrant are obtained, these clusters are extended to the whole constellation diagram. For 
example, consider Figure (1) which corresponds to post processing of 16-QAM. It can be seen 
that the value of the objective function for 4 clusters in one quadrant is minimum with respect to 
the function’s value for other possibilities; therefore 4 clusters are chosen for the first quadrant, 
and for the whole constellation diagram, 16 clusters are chosen (equal to the number of points of 
the 16-QAM constellation).  
 

 
Figure 1: Values of the objective functions for possible clusters in the first quadrant (16-QAM). 

 
Also in Figure (2) which corresponds to 8-PSK modulation, objective function for two clusters in 
the first quadrant has the minimum value, so the modulation levels in the whole constellation 
diagram are equal to 8, which is equal to points of 8-PSK constellation. In this way, for all 
modulations of QAM and PSK families, the post-processing step can lead to finding the actual 
number of clusters from the 16 clusters resulted by the fuzzy algorithm. 
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Figure 2: Values of the objective functions for possible clusters in the first quadrant (8-PSK). 

 
 
3. EVALUTION AND SIMULATION RESULTS 
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed method, simulation has been performed for 
various SNR values and various types of QAM and PSK modulations. Channel model, applied in 
this work, has been assumed to be an AWGN channel, and it is also assumed that there is no 
time and/or frequency synchronization error. Simulation results show that this method has an 
efficient performance and high accuracy for the recognition of modulation. The performances of 
this method for 16-QAM and 16-PSK have been investigated. Figure (3) and Figure (4) show the 
centroids in the first quadrant obtained from fuzzy algorithm.  
 
After completion of fuzzy algorithm, post-processing is performed to achieve the actual number of 
clusters in the first quadrant and consequently modulation type is recognized. For both 16-QAM 
and 16-PSK modulations, the value of objective function for 4 clusters in one quadrant will be 
minimum. Therefore closest clusters are combined so that 4 clusters are obtained in the first 
quadrant. Figure (5) and Figure (6) show extended clusters and signal symbols together, for 16-
QAM and 16-PSK modulations, respectively. 
 
Accuracy of this method for different modulations and different values of SNR is evaluated. The 
accuracy percentages have been obtained by executing the algorithm enough number of times 
and by calculating the ratio between correct recognition and total number of execution. Figure (7) 
shows the accuracy of recognition versus SNR ratio for different modulation types of QAM family; 
Also, this figure shows the results for the PSK family. As it can be seen in Figure (7) and (8), as 
modulation level increases, higher SNR is needed for the correct recognition of modulation type. 
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Figure 3: Centroids in the first quadrant obtained from fuzzy clustering (16-QAM). 

 

 
Figure 4: Centroids in the first quadrant obtained from fuzzy clustering (16-PSK). 
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Figure 5: Extended clusters and their centroids in whole constellation diagram after post-processing 

step (16-QAM). 
 

 
Figure 6: Extended clusters and their centroids in whole constellation diagram after post-processing 

step (16-PSK). 
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Figure 7: Accuracy of QAM modulation recognition versus SNR. 

 

 
Figure 8: Accuracy of PSK modulation recognition versus SNR. 
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Having analyzed the obtained results from the fuzzy clustering method, we can imply the 
following cases: 
 This method can recognize all the 4-QAM modulations with 100% accuracy and its recognition 
truth does not depend on the signal to the noise, and it can also identify this modulation type with 
SNR=0. 
 This method can identify all the 16-QAM modulations with SNR=8 with a 95% accuracy, 
whereas it can also recognize the signal to the noise ratio lower than 8 with a less exactness and 
higher than 8 with a more exactness; it is noteworthy to say that in lower SNR, the more the 
sample is increased, the more efficient is the recognition of the modulation type. 
 Accuracy of recognition of 64-QAM for the signal of the noise 10 and higher than that is 100% 
and for a level lower than it is less. Here, for the lower SNR, as the number of specimens 
increases, the accuracy would also increase.  
 This research aims to recognize the modulation of QAM modulation family, but can be applied 
practically to recognize and separate the PSK modulation family. The proposed method to 
recognize PSK modulation can recognize all the QPSK modulations with 100% accuracy. 
Exactitude of this method to recognize the 8-PSK modulation with the signal to noise 8 and higher 
is 100% and for the lower level it is less; moreover, this method is able to identify 16PSK 
modulation with SNR=15 and higher than that with 100% accuracy and for a level lower than this 
it is less.  
   In this method fuzzy clustering and hierarchical clustering was used to classify different 
modulation types of QAM and PSK families, using the constellation diagram of the received 
signal, which is the noisy version of transmitted signal. 
   As can be seen in the simulation section, the proposed method shows a good performance for 
recognition even in low SNR condition, of course it must be mentioned that the performance 
could be increased with a higher number of data symbols. Another advantage of this method is 
calculating final centroids of clusters and determining the location of these centroids in 
constellation diagram. Also this approach could be extended and modified to recognize other 
types of digital modulation. Figures (9), (10), (11), (12) show some more simulation results of this 
method. 
 
 
4. CONCLUSION 
In this paper fuzzy clustering and hierarchical clustering were used to classify different modulation 
types of QAM and PSK families, using the constellation diagram of the received signal, which is 
the noisy version of the transmitted signal. By using fuzzy clustering algorithm, the clustering of 
input samples in the I Q  plane is done with a high accuracy, and then in the post-processing 
stage, by using hierarchical clustering the number of real clusters that are representative of levels 
of modulation is recognized. As can be seen in simulation section, the proposed method shows a 
good recognition performance even in low SNR condition, and adapt to engineering applications. 
 
of course, it must be mentioned that the performance could be improved with higher number of 
data symbols. Another advantage of this method is calculating final centroids of the clusters and 
determining the location of these centroids in constellation diagram. In addition this approach 
could be extended and modified to recognize other types of digital modulations. 
 
The method that has been used can be expanded and uses them for modulation recognition of 
any PAM signals. These signals have one-dimensional constellation while in this research we 
study the signals with two-dimensional constellations, which are more complicated. Thus with a 
little change we can use them for recognition of PAM signals. From these signals the MFSK and 
MASK modulations can be referred. 
 
With little changes in the proposed method it can be used in the recognition of modulations that 
have non-standard one dimensional or two-dimensional constellation. By rotating the 
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constellation diagram of PAM signals for 45  in the I Q  plane, without any change in the 
proposed method, it can recognize modulations. 
 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) (d) 

 
Figure 9: Recognition of 4-QAM with SNR=0dB and 1000 samples. 

a) Centroids in the first quadrant obtained from fuzzy clustering, 
b) values of the objective functions for possible clusters in first quadrant, 

c) centroids of the clusters in whole constellation diagram after post-processing step and 
d) extended clusters and their centroids in whole constellation diagram after post processing step. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
Figure 10: Recognition of 64-QAM with SNR=13dB and 1000 samples. 

a) centroids in the first quadrant obtained from fuzzy clustering, 
b) centroids of the clusters in whole constellation diagram after post processing-step and 

c) extended clusters and their centroids in whole constellation diagram after post processing step. 
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(a) 
 

(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 11: Recognition of 8-PSK with SNR=7dB and 2000 samples. 
a) centroids in the first quadrant obtained from Fuzzy clustering, 

b) values of the objective functions for possible clusters in first quadrant, 
c) centroids of the clusters in whole constellation diagram after post processing-step and 

d) extended clusters and their centroids in whole constellation diagram after post processing-step. 
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(a) 
 

(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 12: Recognition of 16-PSK with SNR=13dB and 1000 samples.  
a) centroids in the first quadrant obtained from fuzzy clustering, 

b) values of the objective functions for possible clusters in first quadrant, 
c) centroids of the clusters in whole constellation diagram after post processing-step and 

d) extended clusters and their centroids in whole constellation diagram after post processing step. 
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